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SERVED UP

A WIN ISA WIN

Volleyball team
impressive in first
two C-USA games.

Football loses 21-point lead but beats Ragin'
Cajuns with field goal in final seconds - SEE SPORTS,A7

- SEE SPORTS,A7
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Tutors get a
weeklong
thank you
fromSARC
.

Senate
·elections
~ieldHPA

run-off

ALLIE SCHWARTZ
Contributing Writer

Voter turnout
hit.s an unsettling
low this semester
MARK JUSTICE
Senior Staff Writer

II ''.
(J,

In a startling contrast to last
year's SGA Senate election, only
two candidates, Sean Whitaker
and Juan Medolla, will compete
in this week's run-off election.
The Senate hopefuls are competingfer seat two in the College
of Hehlth and Public Affairs after
winning the two highest percentages of the vote in the initial
election between five candidates.
Overshadowing this year's
election is what many say they
think is an alarming lack ofinterest in campus politics. This lack
of interest is reflected in the
unusually low number of candidates and the even lower-thanusual voter turnout of the student body.
Candidate Juan Medolla was
unavailable for comment
Medolla's opponent, however, spoke candidly about campus
politici as well as why he hopes
to become a member of the 38th
Senate this week.
"Like everyone else on campus, I don't understand the lack
of interest," Whitaker said
Freshman Nicole Bamberski
is passionate about the cause of
student involvement and encourages the UCF community to.
take an interest
Bamberski, who was recently
selected as a member of the Student Body President's Advisory
Council, said there was more to
getting involved than the stereotypical preaching found in books
and at orientation.
Bamberski uses h er experience volunteering at SGA'.s A
Knight For Relief concert as an
example.
''You meet a lot ofwholesome
p eople," Bamberski said. "The
people I was with wanted to help
their cause, not just themselves ...
They wanted to do something
productive."
She also said students need to
be involved with SGA, even if
only by voting in elections.
"Senators make decisions that
affect the ·entire school," Bamberski said ''The $ll million they
are in charge of is a lot of money,
and students should be involved
with how it is spent"
Former Sen. Matt De Vlieger
is equally frustrated by the circumstances of this year's Senate
elections and said he felt that, as
a result, "candidates are not campaigning or coming down strong ,
om any ofthe issues:~
Despite the low ~terest,
Whitaker has an active week of
campaigning planned and hopes
PLEASE SEE

An officer's last tour of duty
Jenkins' parents are touched by stories Key eyewitnesses
of their son's connection with students · offer new detailed.
son's interaction with students that
SEAN LAVIN

Senior Staff Writer

MaP-o Jenkins' parents never knew
how much ofan impact their son had on
students attending UCF until after he
was klilled in the lille of duty during a
tailgate party Sept 24.
'W e're finding out a lot about our son
that we didn't know," Mario's father,
Franc Jenkins ofTarpon Springs, said at
a reception held after his son's funeral
Saturday.
Jenkins said the first time he and
Mario's mother, Ramona, discovered
their son was honored and awarded for
touching the lives of so many UCF students was when he saw plaques lining
the walls of his daughter-in-law's home.
Ramona Jenkins added that, in recent
days, she has heard stories about her

make her proud
"He changed my life," sophomore
Daniel Falconetti said. Falconetti is a
crirnIDal justice major who last year was
busted by Mario Jenkins for underage
drinking in a dormitory.
'We were all drunk," Falconetti, 19,
said "'There was beer everywhere. We
were totally breaking the rules."
Instead of arresting Falconetti and
his friends, Jenkins instead took steps to
force the students to attend an alcohol
abuse education course on campus.
''He didn't want to ruin our future,"
Falconetti said ''He thought we'd learn
from it more, and that it would be more
efficient if he just turned us over to the
school "
·
PLEASESEE

version ·of shooting
SEAN LAVIN
Senior StaffWriter

Two eyewitnesses have provided the
most detailed account yet of UCF Police
Officer Mario· Jenkins' final moments
before he was fatally shot by an Orlando
Police Department reserve officer outside
the Citrus Bowl Sept. 24. ·
The witnesses, who asked to remain
anonymou s to shield them from m edia
harassment, are visible in several photos
taken at the shooting, and which were first
obtained by the Future. Their account
begins before the photos were taken.

UCF ON A6
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FIGHT ON A6

UCF's Student Academic
Resource Center today begins
a week full'of activities emphasizing tutors and the students
who love them.
SARC is celebrating its
third year participating in
National Tutoring Week py
honoring tutors across the ·
country.
"It is a week to say thank
you to our tutors .and to promote tutoring and supplemental instruction on our campus,"
said Jennifer Wright, assistant
director of SARC.
Located on the first floor of
Howard Phillips Hall, SARC is
a haven for those in need of
extra help in subjects including accounting, economics,
physics, biology, astronomy,
chemistry, statistics and foreign languages.
SARC offers free individual
and small-group peer tutoring .
to undergraduate students.
Last school year, 28,715 stu. dents received tutoring from
SARC and, according to
Wright, there has been a signif- .
icant increasf;! every year. Since
its opening in 1988, the center
has served more than 130,000
students.
Freshman molecular and
microbiology major Leslie
Nevarez formd out about
SARC at. orientation. She has
been using its tutoring services.
for her Chemistry I class.
"SARC gives you individu- alized attention and practice
p roblems, so that you cohld
keep working on your own," ·
she said. "Large classes can get
intimidating, and when work- ·
ing with a small group, it is eas,
ier to ask questioris."
Supplemental instn\.ction is
another service provided by
SARC. A student who has
taken a course, and received an
''A," audits the course and
holds weekly review sessions.
This week, tutors and supp lemental instruction leaders
are being honored for their
work and dedication to helping their peers.
"This is my passion, but
there is no way I could serve
every student all by myself,"
Wrigl;lt said "That is why we
hired these outstanding tutors
and supplemental instruction
leaders. They are the best in
the business."
Promotional table~ will be
set up outside the bookstore
and the Student Union all
' week. ·
A workshop on interviewing and resume development
will be held this week for the
tutors and supplem ental
instruction leaders at SARC.
Wright wants to be sure that
h er tutors are not "selling
themselves short when com-
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.Duke Crider of
Plain Jane
Automobile plays
ata benefit
concert held on
Friday night in
the UCF Student
Union.The event
raised more than
$3,000 in aid
money for
hurricane
victims.

A Knight for Relief rocks Student Union ·
Local bands, UCF
organizations and
0-Rock team up
for Katrina benefit
JEN DIENST
Contributing Writer

, At least $3,000 was raised for
victims of Hurricane Katrina at
UCF's A Knight for Relief on

Inch Nails, MXPX and Breaking
Saturday.
More than 50 organizations Benjamin to be auctioned off.
p articipated in·the SGA-sponThe highlight of the evening
sored event, which was held in came when Jennifer Ashpaugh,
a victim of Hurricane Katrina
the Pegasus Ballroom.
Throughout the night, musi- and a displaced stu,dent at UCF,
cal acts Ariya, Plain Jane Auto- thanked the crowd and asked
m obile, The Kick, Grayscale for a moment of silence.
"It's really hard to ):>elieve it
and Classified entertained hundreds of students who showed · has been a whole month," Ashpaugh said.
up for the cau se.
"I know you can put yourself
0 -Rock also broadcasted live
from the event and donated a ip. my shoes," she said, referring
concert tickets, including Nine to the hurricanes that hit Flori-

da in 2004. "This really means
so much to me and my neighbors."
Ashpaugh, 20; was a music.
education major at Loyola University and made the decision
to. evacuate to Orlando when
her sch ool closed a few days
before Katrina hit.
'When I left, I anticipated a
vacation," Ashpaugh, who is
planning to return to her apartPLEASE SEE CONCERT ON A3
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For more fufor:warlon, call
Chris Cusa::io a! "'127~1068.

sessDi of~°"'"'"" h"2mm.....
-:be c.ocnseling Cea!er
::;c rlie first of a :five-session
orkshop
focusing
on
assertiveness !Tom 3:15 pm. to

==er

m
the S..-uden.t
Room200.

The v.'Oiksbop will explore
fhe concepts a:cd skills of
assertiveness and irs impact on
relationships and self-esteem.
Attendance at all five sessions
is expected and participants
must register.
To register or for more
information.
call
Rich
McTzi1gbHn at 407-823-281L

Poor concentration, poor grades
The

Student

Academic

Resource Center v.ill hold an

academic workshop to help
students improve concentration at 3 p.m. Tuesday in the
Student Union Room 316.
For more information. call
Jennifer Wright at 407-823-5130.

Donate teddy bears to charity
Volunteer UCF is collecting
teddy bears for various organi2'2tions from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m
Wednesday in the OSI office in
the Student Union. Room 208.
New and used bears will be
accepted. For more information. e-mail Steff Moreno at
DiamOndmO@aolcom.

Author to sign, discuss books
Junot Diaz, author of
"Drown," will be signing copies
of his book at 3 p.m. Wednesday
in Communications Building
RoomlOL
Diaz will speak race, immigration and Latinidad in light of
the Bush administration
For more information. cill
407-823-1096.

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition.

-ny
prefer ro
spen:i ±eBigt. Holy Tu:ys ••
fueir' fur:r""ies. !rot
s servkes are.,. g:rea!: al a :.a h e.
Jason Ba::r:rl5,. CF . .
and Bille! jev.ish Greek Llfe
Treasurer. sees Hlliel's acririries as war to bring the students closer rogetl let

.""rill Cle holiday - the
middle ofme V'eek. ra:n unable
to go home. so plan to attend
ser.ices and meals · nnertenderl fa:miI)- throagh 3IDcl
at CCT fur Rosh Hash:mah" he
said.
Erents like Rosh Hasbanah
services and ctinners are among
the largest activities eld
throughout the year tr;- Hillel.
which seeks to engage "'uninvolved J~:ish students on their
own tezms:'
Rosh Hashanah occurs on
the first and second days of
Tishri, the seventh month of
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Dnmken man fotmd in parked cm; police say
At that point, Hahn was old
he could go to the hospital
.~~ o~ go to jail for becoming
&~ disorderly.
Shannon Hahn, 18, !ffiif§ri\~; 1
Hahn ch<;>se the h~iwas found sitting half '!i· [1~/1:•P tal but resisted getting
conscious in the back of ~Ir
into the ambulance.
a car in a UCF parking lot '1 ,,.
Fazi told Hahn he was
about 1:15 a.m. Thursday.
under arrest and asked him to
UCF Police
gave
this put his hands behind his back.
account
Hahn yelled "No!" and started
Officer Matthew Fazi to walk away.
walked up to the car and
Fazi stopped Hahn and,
noticed that Hahn had vomit after placing him in handcuffs,
all over his clothing and asked him to walk to the police
smelled strongly of alcohol
car.Orange County Fire and
Hahn refused and was
Rescue arrived and helped escorted to the backseat of the
Hahn out of the car to check car.
his medical condition
He was charged ·with disorHahn began yelling that he derly intoxication
wanted to go to the University
of Miami.
Minors found drinking at party
Fazi insisted that Hahn
Officer Ryan Clark arrived
calm down, and when Fazi at Pegasus Pointe Apartments
placed his hand on Hahn's about 1 a.m. Sept. 24 and
shoulder, Hahn swatted it off.
reported finding about 30 peo-

CRYSTAL SCOTT

1ffj,//I!

ple in the parking lot and ~O
S \-eral wh had been
people standing on the tairs drinking al h l v.'ere under
with open containers.
theageofl
UCF Police gave this
Additi nal officers :urlved
account:
at the apartment and a'V\"akWhen the group saw Clark ened Philip Tuylor. a non-resiarrive, several among them dent who had been
ed ut
tried to run away.
in the apartment.
Three females under the
While the officei:s attemptage of 18 who were stopped ed to talk to about 40 minors at
were still hording alcoholic the party, Tuylor became a disbeverages.
turbance.
Clark went to the apartTuylor's speech V-."RS slurred.
ment and saw another 50 peo- his faced \s,ras flushed and h
ple inside and asked \\>ho the smelled of alcohol. H was
tenant was.
asked to be quiet but refused
After several minutes, the and continued to yell.
resident, Clifford Jay, 18, came
He was arrested on charges
to the door and allowed Clark of disorderly intoxication and
to enter the apartment. ,
resisting arrest.
Upon entering the apartThe parents of the minors
ment, Clark quickly found beer were contacted.
bottles, liquor, two kegs and a
Jay was placed under arrest
small amount of marijuana
and charged with having a proThe people inside the hibited open house party and
apartment were checked for contributing to the delinquency of a minor.
identification.
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CNS Healthcare in Orlando is conducting a medical research
study for adults, ages 18-65, who ~re e><periencing these symptoms.
Study participants will receive compensation for time and travel
associated with the study. No over night stay is requir,ed. Call to
schedule your appointment.

l Office Hours: Mon-Thur 8am-6pm & Friday Sam-noon I
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Research ls the Answer
02005, Clln!091 ~Sdutlona, Inc,

Board Certified Allergist
Located on Alafaya Trail
1 mile south of UCP

Tum that frown up-side down

~Allergy & Asthma C nt r

If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you may be depressed. Dr. Linda
Harper of CNS Health~re In Orlando, who has conducted over 70 FDA approved
clinical trials, Is conducting a medical research study for Individuals 18-80 years of
age who are experiencing the symptoms of depression. If you enter the study, all
study·related me.dlcal care will be provided at no charge and you may be
compensated up to $350 for time and travel. CNS Healthcare strives to Improve the
lives of everyone experiencing depression. Research Is the answer to finding new
treatment options. Call today for more Information.
•
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Tbe Central Florida Fltture p11blisbes 011.1!011dttys and Tb11ri;days ill fall anti ~pri11g fltld lnv/mw~{J'S d11ri11,~ .1111111111•r.

• Sad, worthless or guilty
•Trouble eating or sleeping
• No motivation
• Difficulty concentrating
• Feeling downhearted or blue

WWW.\ 'nshealthcare.com

..

NATION ON A4

·ALLERGIES?

407-425-5100
1-877-926-5100

•

NE
ORLEANS - The
Army Corp
f Engineers
pumped m • t f th remaining fl dwater ut f th ci
Saturday as tens of th u and
of residents r turned t dry
neighborhoods to ch ck on
houses and reopen busin
s.

Onefree copy of the Central Rorida Future permitted per issue. If available, additional copies may be purchased from our office with prior approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft is a crime. Violators may be subject to civil and almlnal prosecution and/or university dlsdpllne.

Fear meeting people
Feel like you are being judged
Avoid speaking in front of others
Dislike parties
Fear embarrassing yourself
Feel trapped at times due to your fears

www.cnshealthcare.com

New Orleans mostly drained of
floodwaters, pumping continues

Editorial: 407-447-4558 • Advertising: 07-447-4555 • F:tx: -10~44 ·-I 56
www.UCFnews.com • 3361 Rouse Road, Suite 200, Orlando, FL 32 1

Do you avoid social situations?

407-425-5100
1-877-926-5100

•

October 3, 2005 • Volwne 38. Issue 14 • 14 Pages

Social Anxiety
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

~
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Research' is the Answer

•

•
"

~-----~-of East Orlando
Boyce A. Hornberger, ivID, FAAAAI
3151 N. Alafaya Trail, Ste 103
Phone: 407-380-8700
w:ww.castorlandoallcrgy. con1
Additional location in Oviedo
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.SARC tutors offer help in
; myriad course subjects
at SARC since spring 2005. He
says he is excited to,participate
in National Tutoring Week for
the first time.
"I tutor because I have a passion for helping others," he
said. "It is a way that I can use
my knowledge of biology to aid
the students' understandiilg of
the material in a fun .but challenging way." ·
According to Wright, being
a SARC tutor involves risk.
They are al~o students, who
often have heavy.course loads
and yet, still take the time out of
their day to help someone else.
"lt means the world to me,"
Wright said.
Each year, 't he National
Tutoring Association honors
tutors around the country with
excellence awards. La5t year a
SARC tutor, Elizabeth Keller,
won National Volunteer Tutor
of the Year.
This year they have submitted three names, and the entire
program is 'i n the running for
Program of the Year.

bers who use ·supplemental
iristructlon.
.
"We are so grateful to our .
~~
piling their resumes." '-.
~ faculty who are always encourA luncheon honoring and aging their students to use our
i. thanking faculty members who
facilities," she said.
support SARC will be held
On Friday, the entire tutorThursday. Faculty in 28 sub~ ing ?fld supplemental instruc_, jects have collaborated with tion staff will enjoy a night of
SARC's tutoring program. and free bowling at Boardwalk
ll subjects have used supple- Bowling.
mental instruction.
''We've got a great team of 53
>.
Barry Griffiths, who teaches tutors and · supplemental.
college algebra, is one 6f the ll instruction leaders," Wright
professors who uses supple- said. "There is a strong sense of
mental instruction. He says he unity and family among tutors."
.) appreciates the helpful nature
The most successful event
of the program and advertises it during National Tutoring Week
to his students.
is the giving of thank-you cards
"The supplemental instruc- from students to their tutors
tion sessions for college algebra and supplemental instruction
have proven to be extremely leaders.
popular with students," he said..
Nicknamed the "fan club,"
"All - the feedback I have students '\Vho consistently use
received has been positive, and SARC as a tutoring resource,
I have no doubt that it can make show their appreciation by prethe difference between passiilg senting their tutors with cards
and failing the course."
of gratitude.
Wright is eager to show her
Junior Matthew Rossen has
appteci~tion for faculty membeen tutoring general biology

'\t)
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Concert raises thousands.of
·dollars for Gulf Coast relief

.• l

FROM

Al

• ment next week to salvage her
belongings, said.
Since she· is originally from
the Orlando area, she is staying.
) .with her family here while she
attends UCF.
"I am very grateful for UCF
·~ and the whole community,"
Ashpaugh said.
Local band Ariya .performed first and said they
J were glad to be here and help
out in any way they could. ·
"We had to bath~ in intra- ·
costal water," Kevin Parrow, 21,
'l the band's guitarist, said about
living through Hurricane Fran .
in 1996, when he and his twin
, brother, Greg, Ariya's drummer, lived in North Carolina
''We had a tree fall through
[our house], and our dog died,"
1 Parrow said. "But we feel for .
everyone. We had it easy compared to them."
Chi Omega, Delta Upsilon,
\ 1 Delta Sigma Theta, Phi Beta
Sigma, Alpha Delta Pi, Kappa
Alpha Theta, Sigma Gamma
Rho, Omega Psi Phi and Iota
~ Phi Theta all showed their support by making donations and
performing at the benefit.
·
"Thefraternities and soror-....
ities are coming out, and they
are giving, as well as a lot of
other organizations," said
, Shanice Blyden, a member of
the student body president's
advisory council, who helped
check in students. ·
''We've gotten do:o.ations in
amounts of $500 and $100 and
$50," said Sara Trojano, a fresh) man who is also part of the
advisory council, and who was.
collecting students' donations.
Craig Alles, SGA Chief of
' Staff, said he was pleased with
how the event had brought the
UCF community together for
the cause.
"I don't think you can put a
price on awareness," Alles
said. "We raised awareness in
, the sense that we as a community came together. This is
something that started in a
conference room cine day. This
" little idea became a project
that raised $3000." .
· Stud~nts who attended the
, event said they were excited
about the performances and
about supporting a great cause
at the same time.
'
:"I'm glad that SGA did this
because it shows that we are
aware of a community other
tl$l Orlando," said Leah Gip• sop, a member 0.f Delta Sigma
Theta who performed a step
show that evening.
.
t
: "I'm excited for the step
shpws," said David Zaret, 18, a
political science 'major who
helped collect .d onations. "I ,
~ think it's a great way for everyone to get together and enjoy
some live music."
· Some students said they
• didn't know about the event
until they heard through word
of mouth.
"I did not see a lot of adver,..
tising for it," Meredith Hein,
23, a graduate assistant for lead
scholars, said. "I think it would
.- have been better if there would
have been banners or postcards." .
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Plane Jane Automobile played AKnight For Relief Friday night at the UCF Student Union. The
band was one of many acts, which varied from musical to dance-oriented.

Amy Zuchlewski, 22, a grad- completely put together," Alles
uate assistant who works in the said. "We didn't want to come
Office of Student Involvement, out with it until we had a sense
said·she knew about the event of what was going on."
through her work but also said
The event was funded by
she thought SGA could have SGA, $3,500 coming from the
done b~tter planning.
Activity and Service fee budget
Alles said ~t although SGA and another $3,~00 matched by
advertised mainly through the Executive Branch of SGA.
word of mouth since so many
Stephanie Matthews, chair
organizations· were involved of the Governmental Affairs
with the event, it also adver- · Unit, was .involved with plantised through Good Morning ning the event from the start
UCF, LINK (Learning and when the idea surfaced during a
Interacting with New Knights), GAU meeting.
.
"'
fliers in residence halls and e"We knew every organizamails sent out by SGA and OSI. tion was going to do s0mething
"You want to publicize as · individual, which wouldn't
early as possible, but it's hard to raise nearly enough as if we all
publicize something that isn't did it together," Matthews said

Open to Everyone. Beginner tbroqgliAilvancetl.
'

'

WHAT'S GOING TO- HAPf'EN....
·Instrument Demonstrations Piano, ·Drums, Upright
Bassand More.
• Ventriloquist
~µCF Contemporaty ACappela Group
·Meetsome ofour lnstrudors
·Academy Tours &,Program Information
Private Lessons Offered: Piano, Voice, Percussion,. Guitar,
All Strings, Theory, Composition; Improvisation.
Community Programs going to be Offered: (NO AUDITIONS
REQUIRED)
Women's Choir, Youth Choir, Band Prog;am!Battle of the
Bands, Community Music Night (jam sessions), group
classes voice &piano, performances.
407-260-5552 • 348 Wilshire Blvd, Casselberry, Florida 32707
~,
GoldenMusicAcad@aol.com
';
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Suicide bomb at University of
Oklahoma game kills one
NORMAN, Okla. - One
person was killed in an explosion near a packed football ·
stadium at the University of
Oklahoma on Saturday night
in what authorities said
appeared to be a suicide.
The blast, in a traffic circle
about 100 yards from Oklahoma Memorial Stadium,
could be heard by some in the
crowd of 84,000, but university President David Boren said
no one inside the stadium was
ever in danger.
"We are apparently dealing
with an individual suicide,
which is under full investigation," Boren said in a statement There was no information about the person who
was killed, and no reports of
any other injuries.

University presidents get raises
as state funds continue to fall
SPRINGFIELD, Ill.
Fewer state dollars are flowing to Illinois' public universities, but that didn't stop nearly every university president
from receiving a pay hike this
year.
Illinois Board of Higher
Education figures · show
salaries for top university
leaders rose an average of 10
percent between 2004 and
200~
,
That amount mirrors the
average hike in tuition for
freshmen entering Illinois'
public uni_yersities in 2005.
Double-d1git hikes in tuition
and fees have been the norm
in recent years.
Similar salary boosts are
'happening throughout the
nation, said Sheldon Steinbach, general counsel for the
American Council on Education, which represents presidents and chancellors across
the U.S.
"There's nothing sinister
going OIL Ifyou don't want to
have first class talent leading
the university in the next
decade, then you'll get what
you pay for," said Steinbach.

Vanderbilt aims to shut down
illegal file sharing on campus
NASHVILLE, Tenn. Vanderbilt University officials ·
found 37 percent of the
school's Internet capacity was
used for exchanging music,
movies and even pornography.
Starting Monday, university officials are blocking use of
three programs - Gnutella, eDonkey and DirectConnect
- they said are used for illegal file sharing.
The sites are used in illegal
sharing of copyrighted material
There have been at least 10
"John Doe" lawsuits and other
actions taken aimed at Vanderbilt computer users since
2003 by the Recording Industry Association of America, a
Washington-based
trade
group.
The university had previously tried to limit illegal file
sharing by restricting the
amount of data users could
upload or download during a
specific period.
· But that idea irritates some
students.
''.As much money as we pay
for this school, they should let
us have all the bandwidth we
want," sophomore Joey
McClellan said.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

ID Required 21+
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Avictim of Saturday's bomb attacks is rushed to a hospital in Bali, Indonesia yesterday.
Suicide bombers attacked three restaurants, killing at least 2S people and wounding 100.
FROM
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Water was still being
pumped out of the flooded
lower Ninth Ward. Officials
expect the pumping to be
done by inidweek, said Mitch
Frazier, spokesman for the
Anny Corps of Engineers.
Police reported few problems as tens of thousands of
residents poured into the city
Saturday, a day after the Mattor reopened some neighborhoods.
He said there have been no
problems with a curfew, and
there have been only about a
dozen arrests in the past few
. days, mostly for misdemeanor
offenses such as trespassing.
Nearly 1,500 New Orleans
police officers are patrolling
city streets in 12~hour shifts.

Officials are still getting help
from other law enforcement
agencies and the military.

Bush considering options to
replace a second court justice
WASHINGTON - President Bush is watching his first
Supreme Court nominee,
Chief Justice John Roberts,
take the helm of the high court
today while weighing his
options for nominating a second justice who could shape
the bench for years to· come.
"He's still working," White
House chief of staff ·Andy
Card said Sunday about the
for replacement for Sandra
Day O'Connor, "Still considermg lots of options."
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

WEEK IN HEALTH
RACHEL BAUMBACH
Staff Writer

American doctors could
save hundreds oflives annually
by routinely testing patients
with fevers and other signs of
viral illness for HIV; a new
study suggests.
According to the findings,
only a minuscule percentage
of the sick patients would actually i,e ill because they're in the
early stages of HIV infection,
but identifying the disease in
these individuals could prevent
them from infecting others.
Study co-author Dr. Andrew
Coco, . head of Healthcare
Research Center at Lancaster
General Hospital in Lancaster,
PenIL, told Health Day News
that changing the existing condition of HIV testing could
make a big difference, especially since "we're not cutting into
the epidemic as we'd like to."
The study suggests that in
s9me cases, the symptoms are
so bad that patients go to a doctor. In his study, published in
the September/October issue
of the journal Annals ofFamily
Medicine, Coco estimated that
customary testing of 3 million
patients would tum up 17,054
new cases of HIV infectioIL
Timely recogilition of these
infections, he said, could save
about 435 of those individuals'
sexual partners from contracting the infectioIL
An analysis of medical data
from the year 2000 exhibited
the possibility that 0.66 percent
ofpeople with fever and related
symptoms would be HIV positive.

Because as many as 90 percent of people infected with
HIV will develop flu-like symptoms within days of being
infected, the study focused· on
patients with a fever and other
virus symptoms. The symptoms are a sign that the body
has recognized the AIDS virus
and is trying to kill it
Unfortunately, said Gillian
D. Sanders, an associate profes-

sor of medicine at Duke Uni- ·
versity, most patients are typically screened for HIV only if.
they ask to be tested or if they
are at high risk and agree to be
tested.
Then, there is the issue of
cost
'We spend a lot of money
screening for a lot of other diseases, like breast cancer and
colon cancer, and we do Pap
smears,'' he told Health Day.
'We wouldn't think of seeing
patients and not screening for
those."
Still, the implementation of
regular testing would be costeffective, Coco said, although
he acknowledged that the
study's most promising results
regarding cost relied on a $24
HIV test. Since then, he said,
tests have gone up in price.
In a related commentary in
the journal, Dr. Theodore G.
Ganiats of the Health Outcomes Assessment Program at
the University of California,
San Diego, called Coco's work
"impressive."
However, he added that
questions still remain about the
wisdom of making the HIV
tests routine. Even so, he said,
doctors and researchers should
look closely at the study findings.
And although the negative
perception that still surrounds
HIV tests persists, Sanders
said, "We hope that if HIV
screening becomes more widespr~ad in lower-risk populations that there will be less of a
stigma involved with requesting a test or being tested."
Despite the obviou,s benefits of the tests, there's no indication that the U.S. medical
establishment is anywhere
near making HIV tests routine
for people with routine symptoms, Doctors themselves,
Coco said, often don't think
about the prospect that their
patients may be ill with the
virus that causes AIDS.
"This really isn't on their
radar screen at all," he said.
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Ask
a doc

in the visual acuity, so there is work.
no blurred or double vision.
Other possibilities in the difThere can be various types ferential diagnosis of conjuncof conjunctivitis, including bac- tivitis include a condition
terial and viral, to irritation known as dry eye, corneal abrasions or glaucoma
caused by contact lenses.
Treatment of conjunctivitis
The most dangerous of the
bacterial types of conjunctivitis includes removing discharge
is gonnococcal. This can lead to from the eye by using warm or
corneal ulcerations, scarring cool compresses.
••
Topical and/or oral antibiand ~eventual blindness. This
must be treated within 24 hours otics. may be prescribed.
Patients are encouraged to
if at all possible.
The most common type of avoid eye straining and limit
conjunctiVitis is viral, typically the amourtt of close computer
due to an adenovirus infection. work or prolonged reading
It is frequently associated with periods. They are also recoma recent upper respiiatory ill- mended to wear sunglasses
ness or exposure to another with sun exposure.
in
personal
Changes
person with a red eye.
Contact
lens
conjunctivitis
hygiene
are
strongly
encourWILLIAM E. OAKLEY, JR•
is the most threatening cause of aged to help prevent further
M.01
a red eye. It may be due to spreading of the condition to
J have a red, irritated eye. What chemical irritation or hyper- other people. Thorough, fre, ,should I do?
sensitivity from preservatives. quent hand washing, using sepThis is easily treated with topi- arate towels and washcloths,
changing pillowcases frequentFor all cases of red, irritated cal antibiotics.
In pinpointing the cause of ly and cleaning doorknobs,
eyes, please seek immediate
red eye, consider the onset of countertops and computer key' medical attention.
Red, irritated eyes can be a .the inflammation, the enViron- boards are highly recommend·
ment, work-related exposures, ed.
result of many possibilities.
Follow-up evaluations for all
The most common problem over the counter medications
• is conjunctivitis. The signs and or cosmetics, systemic disease cases' of t;::onjunctivitis are necsymptoms of conjunctivitis a:.e and exposure to ill friends, rel- essary. Typically, a follow-up
·a red, irritated eye, a gritty sen- atives, coworkers and sexual appointment is encouraged
*' -sation, discharge from the partners. It is also important to ·five to seven days after the ini.:affected eye, eyelid sticking tell the doctor about any eye tial evaluation.
:usually more noticeable in the injuries. .
:mornings
and eyelid
On occasion, laboratory
E-mail your questions to
• _swelling.
studies might be necessary,
oskodoc@moil.ucf.edu
Usually there is no change such as eye cultures or blood
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·if acebook proves helpful for
· _campaining Senate hopefuls
•

FROM

Al

to broaden his support base.
"I worked with two of my fraternity brothers who were also
candidates ... and simply spread
the word," Whitaker said. "I
,, knew my election would most
likely go to a run-off, so my main
focus was building a foundation
for support"
• · ' The campaign efforts of
Whitaker and his counterparts
were effective. One of Whitaker's
fraternity brothers, Nick
... Gianinni,
was the only candidate
to win a seat without the support of the LIVE ticket
•

This week, Whitaker hopes
to be the next by "utilizing my
supporters, who have already
pledged their · help for this
week's election."
One method employed by
Whitaker and his fraternity
brothers was the use of SGAapproved online Facebook
groups to recruit support
The use of Facebook groups
was a new trend this year 'and
led to the election's only serious
violations when some candi- ·
dates did not have their groups
approved by SGA
Senate adviser Christa Coffey filled in as elections adviser
when Shane Juntenen took a

leave of absence for the birth of
his first son.
Coffey said that, al~ough she
worked most closely with.Chief
Elections Commissioner' Leah
Walker, she was "very happy
with the organization and professionalism of all the elections
commissioners."
If his online Facebook group
and other campaign efforts are a
success, \Vhitaker has defined
an agenda for his term as a
member of the 38th Senate.
"I plan to make an impact as
soon as possible," he said. ."I
want to try and understand
where the interest in campus
politics has gone."
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UCF students are thankful Fight led to death, witnesses say
for Jenkins discretion, help
FROM

FROM

Al

If Jenkins had arrested
him, Falconetti said, his parents would have pulled him
out ofUCF and forced him to
move back home to Sarasota
If that had happened, Falconetti said, he would probably never be able to obtain the
degree he is working toward
now.
"I'm still grateful," Falconetti said, adding that
"other UCF cops could learn
from Jenkins:'
As Ramona Jenkins tnet
more members of her son's
UCF family and heard stories
such as Falconetti's, she slow. ly became aware of a side of
her son she never lmew
before.
''You think you know your
son, but you really don't,"
Jenkins said, as a tear formed
in the comer of one of her
eyes.
"I thought he was here,"
she said, holding up her hand
just above her chest
"But he was really here,"
she continued and raised her
hand high above her head
''He gets it from his father,"
she said, pointing to a tall man
with a white beard who was
enjoying a plate of turkey
breast and sharing stories of
his son's life with friends wh0
gathered at the reception
Franc Jenkins said the stories he was hearing didn't
come as a SlJl'Prlse. He credited his son'S involvement with
the Boy's Club of Tarpon
Springs as one of the main
forces that created his sense of
compassion and character.
"It taught him how to give,"
hesaid
.
Jenkins helped oversee the
club while his son and
nephew attended it through-

Al

About 10 minutes before UCF
out their childhood
crimes such as underage
alumna Melissa Castera snapped
He vividly remembered drinking, said Laura Riddle,
the photo of Jenkins brandishing his
weapon and grasping a man one instance when the two associate director of the UCF
identified as Robert Mcclintock were "fisticufllng and not pay- Counseling Center.
a scufile involving Mcclintock
ing attention to the coach,"
While other law enforce;;md how he taught them not ment ofllcers write tickets or
began near a tent housing a group
to do it again
calling itself the UCF Drinking
arrest college students for
Team.
Jenkins took his son and crimes like underage drinking
nephew into the bathroom, or even drug use, university
Director of UCF's Ofllce of Stuopened the door to the stall, police
able to refer them t( '
dent Involvement Kerry Welch said
and told the two youngsters to university educational cours
the group is not an official UCF
hold hands and dunk them in es.
organization and could not confirm
the toilet water. J~nkins made
whether its membership is made up
Riddle used to oversee a
sure the punishment wasn't program in which Jenkins
of students or non-students.
overly harsh, though.
"It looked like a fist fight," the
would lecture to classes with
''It was flushed, of course," his police dog, Makye, an,d
first witness said The second withesaid
ness added: ''That's why we stopped
teach students .of the dangers
After his son graduated of underage drinking and the
to watch. Everyone had ... drinking
from high school, he enlisted negative effects it can have on
team shirts on"
in the U.S. Marine Corps and college sttidents.
Th·~ 1 fight also involved another
.
persou who· remains unidentified.
served in active duty for nine
Students such as Falconetmonths.
·
Witnesses said Jenkins approached
ti sometimes wind up in the
He moved to Gainesville, classes after being caught by
the scene to stop the fight - not to
attended Santa Fe Communi- an ofllcer such as Jenkins.
ID students for underage drinking
- and that his badge was displayed
ty College and was trained to
Riddle said stopping
become a police ofllcer by UF underage drinking was an
on a lanyard around his neck the
Police Sgt. Stephen Wilder at issue Jenkins truly believed in
entire time. They said when Jenkins
arrived, the student scufiling with
the Kirkpatrick Criminal Jlis- and was very passionate
Mcclintock ran away.
·
tice Center Academy.
about, and that she believed
Wilder described Mario he would want efforts to conJenkins tried to restrain McclinJenkins as "an outstanding tinue even after his death.
tock, the witnesses said, but he
student" and a close friend
eventually broke free and ran to the
''I know that he did a lot of
and added that he could tell work and made a lot of conDrinking Team's tent. Jenkins folfrom the start that Jenkins tacts through the student
lowed but encountered resistance
stood out among his peers.
there.
organizations there at UCF,
"He was overpowered by a
·~ an instrudor, you
and that was a big part ofwhy
watch people go and enter he chose to work for UCF and
group of beer-muscled·individuals
into a career, and you can tell · remained working for UCF,"
..." UCF Sgt. Randy Mingo said dur. ing Jenkins' funeral service. The two
someone who can do some- said Wilder, who has worked
thing special with their life as an officer at UF for more
witnesses agreed, identifying the
group Mingo spoke of as wearing
and do well in profession," than 11 years.
UCF Drinking Team shirts.
''It takes a special kind of
Wilder said ''He was definitely one of those people."
"I'd be ashamed to own one of
per.;on to become a university
those shirts," the second witness
Mario Jenkins began his police officer," UCF Police
police career with the Cler- Spokesman · Sgt.
said.
Troy
Apout five to 10 men began to
mont Police Department for William-son said at a press ·
one year but decided four conference the day after Jenkcrowd around Jenkins, the first witness said "They pushed him down,
years ago to become a univer- ins' death.
sity police officer at UCF
shoved him and held him back from
And though Mario Jenkins'
getting to [McCliritock]."
instead
parents didn't quite underUniversity police have an stand what Wtlliamson meant
The first witness added that the
hostile crowd was "shouting, 'What
additional opportunity to until after their son's funeral,
are you arresting him for? Why are
work with students and help they now are hearing stories
them become more socially that show them how special , you here? What has he done
responsible when it comes to he really was.
wrong?' while holding Jenkins back.

are

[Jenkins] was trying to get through
and they pushed him back and ...
pushed him to the ground"
The second witness said, ''It was
like a mini-riot."
First wtiness: ''When he's on the
floor he pulls out his gun and stands
up. Everyone scattered."
Jenkins faced McClintock and
with a gun in his right hand and
handcuffs in his left "takes the gun
and holds it ... pointing at his forehead, a,nd said, 'you're under arrest,'
" the first witness said
That stopped the crowd for a
second, the first witness said, before
they swarmed Jenkins and began to
"go and grab him from behind" and
"pull his arm from behind that ... he
was holding a gun with."
The witnesses said Mcclintock
tried to run while people in Drinking Team shirts held Jenkins and
yelled "run" Jenkins broke free and
began to chase Mcclintock again.
~efore he could catch him, a nonstudent identified as Michael
Young, 24, "bear-hugged hll:n from
behind," the first witness said
Young wasn't wearing a Drinking Team T-shirt, and it's not clear
whether he saw Jenkins' badge
since he approached Jenkins from
behind. Michael Young's brother,
Matthew, 22, said Saturday night in a
phone interview that he couldn't
comment and apologized. He
would not say whether Michael
Young belongs to the Drinking
Team. All Matthew Young would
Sa.y Saturday was that ''Mike's doing
fine."
Young ''bear-hugged" Jenkins as
he was running through the tailgate
area with his gun drawn, the first
witness said. Jenkins never concealed his gun again after he drew it,
both witnesses said
Jenkins broke free of Young's
hold and again tried to apprehend ,
Mcclintock - his gun drawn the
'whole time, the witnesses said.
As Jenkins caught up with
McClintock, Castera snapped her
first photo of the incident showing
Jenkins grabbing McClintock's Tshirt and holding the gun beside the
left of his head.
Both witnesses say, however, that .

Jenkins was not aiming the gun at
Mcclintock but rather about to
strike him with the weapon
·~the photo is takenhe hits him
in the head with the butt of the gun
... grabs him by the back of the neck
and shoots up two or three rounds,"
the first witness said "[Young] then
comes from behind, pulls [Jenkins']
right arm down, which is holding
the gun, and ):ries to take the gun"
The second witness said:
"[Young] wasn't stopping. He was
just pulling on [Jenkins]. It looked
like he was trying to take his gun
away."
First witness: "The cop then
reacts and shoots him in the stomach."
· ;
Second witness: ''When some- ·
one is shooting in the air, you can't
µ-y and take their gun from them.
He wasn't planning on shooting
anyone until someone tried to take
his gun away."
The second wit~1.ess added later:
"I thought it was over. It just seemed
like everything had stopped and
then the [OPD officer] came out of
nowhere."
The witnesses said Jenkins was
then shot in the back by OPD ~
Reserve Officer Dennis Smith.
"It's 10 times worse than anything you'll ever see on Tv,'' the first ·
witness said "It's a life ending."
The second witness said: "He
just ran and shot. He didn't yell any:
thing, he didn't try to starid behind a c
truck or car, he just shot."
The second witness said she
thinks that ifJenkins had been wearing his full uniform that day- not a •
green shirt with a badge - he
would still be alive today.
UCF Police officers sa:y OPD
lmew members of the department
were working undercover that day.
UCF Police Spokesman Sgt. Troy
Williamson said that Smith shared
piz:ia and sodas with UCF officers
at a temporary headquarters set up
in the parking lot for the game.
Smith has released a statement
expressing his .c ondolences to .the
UCFPD and Jenkins' family.
Student leaders on an ad hoc task
force are p~hing for-a stronger uni- •
formed presence at the next game.

'

OBITUARY
KATE HOWELL
News Editor

Officer Mario Jenkins, a UCF
police ofllcer in the canine unit
lmown for his dedication and ·
sense of humor, was killed Sept.
24, 2005, by gunshot wounds
while on duty. He was 29.
"Mario believed in everything
associated with this badge and in
enforcing the law," Maj. Randy
Mingo said
Jenkins was lmown for his
compassion. About an hour
before Jenkins' death, Mingo saw
him comforting a young woman
he had just arrested for underage
drinking.
"I listened while Mario calmly and politely talked to this
. young female," he said "He was
advising her and answering her
questions.... I listened while that

MARIO JENKINS
1976-2005

young female, a student, thanked
·
According to friends, Jenkins
could be expected to crack a joke
in almost any situation. At the
memorial, UCFPD Ofllcer Allan
Darcey said he would remember

him for being so kind"

how Jenkins used jokes and oneliners to lighten the mood and
relieve tension
Jenkins worked in many
aspects of law enforcement in his
four years as a UCF police officer. He was a part of the UCF
Police Emergency Response
Team, which is the equivalent of
the SWAT team at other agencies. He received extensive training in firearm use, crisis intervention and SWAT team
operations.
· Jenkins was also preparing to
train new UCF police officers.
· For the past several months,
Jenkins worked in the UCF
canine unit with his canine partner, Makye.
Jenkins and Makye's partnership got offto a rocky start. At an
outing to the beach, Maky~
drank too much salt water and
ended up at the veterinarian's

ofllce. For a while, Makye spent
more time at the vet's than he did
on the street, · but once they
began working together, µian
and dog were inseparable.
Jenkins was persistent in his
duty even when he didn't enjoy
it. '
.
At a competitive event last
year called SWAT Round-up,
Jenkins ended up ~ompeting in
an officer rescue event and the
obstacle course when another
officer was injured. He originally
intended to compete in only two
sniper events.
''You should have heard him
complain," Darcey said. "He fell
into the water not once, not
twice, but three times, but he
kept going." Even after the judges
told him he could stop, Jenkins
refused to quit; Darcey said.
Jenkins spent his free time
with his wife, Valerie.

"If you could picture a perfect
couple; they were it," Darcey
said. "They did everything
together. If you saw one, usually
the other was not far behind."
"I couldn't have asked for a
more perfect partner in crime
than Mario," Valerie Jenkins, .
who married Mario Jenkins in
2001, said at the memorial service. ''We had more happiness
during the six years, eight
months and 11 days that we had
together thah most people have
in their entire lives."
· Jenkins was born Aug. 1, 1976,
in Lansing, Mich. His family
moved to Tarpon Springs, Fla.,
when he was a toddler, and he
graduated from Tarpon Springs
High School in 1994.
After high school, Jenkins
spent six years in the Marine
Corps, where he served both
active and reserve duty. While in

the Marine Reseryes, Jenkins
attended Santa Fe Community
College in Gainesville. He joined
the Clermont Police Department
in 2000 and the UCFPD in 200l.
Jellkins is survi~ed by his
wife, Valerie; his parents, Franc
and Ramona Jenkins; and many
other friends and family members.
Flowers filled the room Saturday as 15,000 people packed into
the First Baptist Church of
Orlando for Jenkins' memorial
service. Prior to the service, photos of Jenkins as a child in a foot- .
ball uniform, as a Marine and
with his Wife flashed across a big
screen. The song "Shine Your
Light" by . Robbie Roberston
played in the background. .
"Don't want to be a hero/Just
an everyday man," the song says,
"Trying to do the job the very
best he can"
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lncompleti-Ons
for UCF's Steven
Moffett in the
first half of
UCF's 24-21 win
over ULL.

4: UCP

24~

ULL 21
Carries for a total
of116yardsfor
true freshman
Kevin Smith in
UCF's win over
the Ragin' Cajuns.

Sacks given up
by the Knights
offensive line, all
after the midpoint ofthe third
quarter Saturday.

Yard touchdown
catch by Brandon
Marshall on UCF's
third offensive
play Sat_urday
nightatULL.

Thrilling night
under the lights
for UCF soccer

)

Men's soccer team comes back from
. seemingly insurmountable deficit

l

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

The UCF men's soccer
team was more than happy to
· walk out of their Confetence
USA debut Friday night with
a 4-4 tie with Marshall University.
Down 4-1 with just under
11 ·minutes to go, all hope
seemed lost for the Golden
Knights(5-2-l, 0-0-1 C-USA).
. With an attitude of perseverance and two goals from senior' Jon 1 Imran, the Knights
caught the Thundering Herd
(2-5-1, 0-0-1 C-USA) with
thiee minutes to go and
fought to a draw.
The Knights got into a hole
in the 8th minute of the game.
Marshall freshman Stanton
Smith lofted a shot froin 30
yards out over the head of
UCF senior goalkeeper Ryan
Mcintosh. Thirty minutes
later, Marshall struck again
when freshman Dana Heim-

•

becker split a couple of UCF
defenders and put another
long-distance chip shot over a
backtracking Mcintosh.
With only four shots in the
first half, the Knights didn't
give
themselves
many
·chances to answer the Herd. '
As the half came to an end,
the Thundering Herd possessed all the momentum
while the Knights were still
searching for their stride.
What the first half lacked
in scoring, the second half
made up for in a big way.
Seven · minutes into the
half, the Knights' spirits got a
big boost when senior captain
Billy Judino converted a
penalty kick to cut the deficit·
to one. But, minutes later,
Marshall countered with a
goal of its own.
In the 54th minute, Mcintosh blocked multiple Marshall shots, but . senior Kirk
PLEASE SEE

LATE ON AS

MATI POLLITI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Quarterback Steven Moffett hands off the ball to freshman running back Kevin Smith against Marshall last month. Smith was key to the Knights' final drive against the Ragin' Cajuns.
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Last-second field goal
lifts Knights to victory

1 •

How the Knights
avoided losing despite
squandering a threetouchdown lead

After losing 21-point first-half lead UCF
recovers to pick up 24-21 win with kick
ANDY VASQUEZ ·
Sports Editor

Brown

In the span of a week the UCF football team
ended two nation-leading losing streaks and in the
process began a winning streak, the likes of which
hasn't been seen at UCF in nearly three years.
With UCF and Louisiana Lafayette tied at 21,
Golden Knights.backup kicker John Brown made a
28-yard field goal with 0:03 remaining in the fourth
quarter· Saturday night to secure a 24-21 UCF victory.
A week after ending the 17-game nation-leading
losing streak against Marshall at home, the Knights·
picked up their first win away from Citrus Bowl
since November 2002, ending ·a 15-game road-losing streak, which was also the nation's longest.
Brown's game-clinching field goal also gave UCF its first
winning streak since taking the last four games of the 2002 season.
"The ball is finally bouncing om way," UCF quarterback
Steven Moffett said to the Orlando Sentinel after the game.
''We've had all those bad times and things going wrong. Now

)
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PLEASE SEE

CHRIS HOYLER
Staff Writer

Two down, four to go.
Depending on what the goals
are for the 2005 UCF football
team, they lnay be abie to classify
this season as a success.
In back-to-back weeks, the
team ended its 17~game losing
streak and, with a 24-21 victory of
Louisiana-Lafayette on Saturday,
ended their·15-game road losing
streak.
'However, the real competition
begins this Saturday, as UCF
hosts its second Conference USA
game against Memphis. With
seven conference games remaining, the Knights would need at
least four victories to secure a
bowl bid.
Here's how . the Knights
evened their record.

Two late goals give women's soccer
team thrilling win in C-USA debut
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

With five minutes remaining in its Conference USA
debut versus Southern Miss
(3-3-1,.0-1 C-USA), things were
not looking good for the
women's soccer team.
After scoring once already
to even the match, the Knights
found themselves down a goal
again, and they hadn't scored
. in nearly 50 minutes.
Oi;ie play changed the
direction of the game, and got
the Knights off to a winning
start in C-USA
With just over a minute
remaining and the Knights (46-0, 1-0-0 C-USA) trailing 2-1,
junior forward Kristin Bilby
found the back of the net with
a clutch goal, evening the
score at two and forcing overtime.
In the first extra period,
junior forward Roberta Pelarigo took a pass from Bilby and
scored her second goal of the

game to give the Knights a 3-2
win and cap off an exciting
UCF comeback in its C-USA
debut.
''We did not deserve to
win,"
Coach
Amanda
Cromwell said. "We played
well in the first half and then
.battled and found a way to
win."
The Knights were clearly
· frustrated in the second half,
as multiple scoring opportunities eluded them, and though
it took a while, their persistence finally paid off.
The tying goal came at ·
88:44, when Bilby took a pass,
from senior midfielder Jenn
Montgomery, and il), a single
motion put it pasMhe keeper
into the back of the net.
The late goal was clearly
the turning point in the game.
The Gold~n Eagles had been
less than two minutes from a
win, but now found themselves tied. The Knights had
PLEASESEE

UNLIKELY ON AS

1UCF won because •••

. Kevin Smith became a star and
Steven Moffett continued to play
well. Smith is now the feature
PLEASE SEE

SMITH ON A9

FOOTBALL ON A9

ANDY VASQUEZ/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jllnior forward Kristin Bilby, right, moves past a defender in UCF's 3-2 overtime victory over
Southern Miss Friday night. Bilby's goal in the final minutes forced the game to overtime.

Blazers can't take UCF volleyball team's heat
Knights storm back from frrst game defeat to beat UAB in four
team," UCF Coach Meg Colado said of
the Blazers (9-3). ''.And I am very happy
about our performance."
The UCF volleyball team rode the
For the second straight match the
momentum of a thrilling third game Knights lost the first game, but recovcomeback all the way to a four-game ered and continued on to win the next
victory over the University of Alabama- three games. "Once again, we started
Birmingham, on Friday night at the UCF from b.ehind," Colado said. "But were
· Arena (28-30, 30-24, 31-29, 30-28).
able to capture the victory. That is
In the second home match of the sea- always a good sign,"
.
son, the Golden Knights improved their
After starting with an ace in the first
record to 4-5 and a perfect 2-0 in Con-· game, freshman middle blocker Jenny
ference USA "They are a very good . Heppert started service in the third
)

. ANDYJACOBSOHN
StaffWriter

ANDY VASQUEZ I CENTRAL FLORiDA FUTURE

The UCF volleyball team celebrates after coming back to win the third game against UAB Friday night.

game, getting the initial point. Heppert
and .fellow middle blocker Jana Mitchell
combined for atotal of 12 blocks in the
match.
At one point in the third game, the
Blazers went on a nine-to-one run
against the Knights. With the match tied
at a game a piece the Knights found
itself down 8-17. However, the Knights
stormed back on an 17-7 run. Junior out- ·
side hitter Maina Heming contributed
PLEASESEE
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•

~ate rally earns Knights a draw with Herd
FROM A7

ANDY VASQUEZ I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Senior midfielder Jenn Montgomery chases down the ball in the second half of UCF's 3-2 overtime victory against Southern Miss Friday night. .

Unlikely late comeback gives soccer
team first win in Conference USA
FROM A7

bee.n on the ropes, but found
themselve's with an opportunity to earn a win.
Once the game got to overtime it seemed as if it would
only be a matfer of time before
the Knights would score, as
they out-shot Southern Miss 50 in the extra period.
·On the Knights' fifth shot of
the period Pelarigo found the
net for the game winner, after
taldng a pass from Bilby 8:53

into the sudden-death overtime.
"They [Southern Miss] .
were really battling hard gave
us a fight," Cromwell said.
"Obviously it was our first
Conference USA game and it
was nice getting the win. Right
now we need the wins, play
well and keep building on that."
Bilby's equalizer, the second
goal of her career, came on a
night when UCF had generated
plenty of scoring opportunities, but had a hard time con-

verting them into goals.
The Knights took 25 shots,
12 of them on net, compared to
only. five shots for Southern
Miss. The Knights also took 10
comer kicks while the Golden
Eagles had none.
Pelarigo, who ti:ansferred to
UCF this year from Young Harris College in Georgia, leads
the Knights with 5 goals.
The Knights took on Florida
Atlantic University on Sunday
in Boca Raton. Results were
not available at press time.

Gibson
gathered
the
rebound and sneaked it past
Mcintosh.
Later, Marshall junior
Karim Boukhmis got a ball
past Mcintosh's right side
to make it a 4-1 game. It was
a rough game for Mcintosh,
but UCF Coach Brent
Erwin still has a lot of confidence in his goalie.
"He's our guy," Erwin
said. "He doesn't feel good
about it ... but, he's playing
Sunday. He is our guy."
As time ticked away, the
frustration began to mount
for the Knights. They were
· on the verge of being
embarrassed on their home
field by a conference opponent. The Knights ·created
plenty of chances, but their
attemp~ sailed just wide or
deflectea off the post. Finally, in the 80th minute, the
Knights found a glimmer of
hope and rode it.
Freshman Jermaine Walters jumpstarted the offense
with an unassisted goal and
his second goal in as many
games. It was still an uphill
battle for the Knights 1
they still needed two goals
in 10 minutes .,....- but Erwin
knew how important that
score was.
"We needed the second
· [goal] · so we could start
believing and we got it,"
Erwin said. "Jermaine Walters was an inspiratio11

Many contribute to volleyball's win over UAB at UCF Arena
FROM

A~.

with both points that tied the
game at 25-25 and 26-26.
The key play of the game
and match came at 28-29, game
point for the Blazers. Sophomore outside Schanell Neiderworder hit a deep cross-court
shot that just clipped the line in
the deep far comer for a UCF
point.
"I'm just trying to do the
best I can for the team," Neiderworder said. "We been
working so hard and we are
happy its finally paying off."
Colado was pleased to see
her second-year player finding
her place on the team.
"Schanell is finding her way on
the right side and she is doing a
fine job as a sophomore," Colado said. Neiderworder posted
13 kills and a career-best of
seven blocks.
With the shot accounted for,

the game and match tone was
set. UCF won the game 31-29
and celebrated the comeback
briefly before the fourth game.
"It changed the momentum
in our favor,'' sophomore outside hitter Lorin Lukas said of
the game. "We went crazy in
there, the adrenaline was awesome."
The Knights had a steady
lead going into the middle of
the fourth game until the visitors .tied the game 15-15, after a
three-point UAB run. The Blq.zers stretched their lead to 15-17,
the run lasted six points.
The 264 members of the
home crowd continued to back
their team. The Knights
regained the lead and held it .
through the later parts of the
game after a variety of Mitchell
kills and blocks.
Maina Heming has had a
double-double in every UCF
win this season, she tallied in

with a career-high 17 kills and 11 ·
digs. "Maina is the heart beat of
the soul behind this team,"
Colodo said. "She makes us
tick."
Lukas also had a doubledouble with a career.::high 16
kills and 12 digs.
For the UAB hitting percentage .205, the opponents put up
a .245 percentage to claim the
win.
With nine digs, junior setter
Leah Alexander tallied a
career-high 46 assists. Senior
Libero · Katie Kohnen had a
match-high 14 digs in the contest.
Significant players for the
Blazers include Isabel Oquendo who had a double-double
with 16 kills and 13 digs. Teammate Casey Dent had 12 kill and
six blocks, Ivana Bozic added 11
kills. Nevena Stefanov had a
high of 44 assists.
"I'm very excit~d," Colodo

said. "It's a good start and we
have had a rough start." The
next 12 matches are C-USA
matches. The team is now 2-0.
inC-USA
The next match is against
the Southern Methodist University Mustangs in ·Dallas
;Texas, at the Moody Coliseum
on Tuesday. This is one of the
three rescheduled matches
from when Hurricane Rita
threaten the area
This will be the first meeting between the two teams in
school history. . SMU is 5-8 this
season, losing its last three
matches. The SMU team is 1-0
in C-USA with a win over Tulsa
on Sept.13. ·
The Knights took on Memphis Sunday at the UCF Arena,
the results were not available
before press time. Full coverage
of the UCF-Memphis game can
be found in Thursday issue of
the Future.

teams headed into their first 10tonight."
,While the Thundering Herd minute overtime ·period. The
was defending its lead, the Knights came withiJ:J. six inches
Knights kept attacking and of a victory when Howard's
shooting at will. Three minutes shot with 30 seconds left hit the
after Walters' goal, freshman crossbar. After 10 more minMike Mattson served a ball utes in a second overtime, UCF
across the field to Imran, who had earned their one point for a
headed it past goalkeeper Greg · tie. Meanwhile, Marshall had
Terhune.
let three points for a win slip
"I can't say enough about away. .
•
Jon Imran," Erwin said. "I
"It tells us a lot about heart,"
thought he was fantastic Imran said. "We haven't really
tonight. I really thought that in . been playing our best soccer '
the second half, he came out, lately, but it is good to see that • •
and he looked like the player he we have a chance and when the
going gets tough, the team can
could be."
Now, on ~he verge of com- pick itself up. The team had to
•
pleting a thrilling comeback, come together today."
the Knights would , not be
"It feels a lot better,'' Imran
denied. They forced more said about having a tie instead
of a loss. "'I don't feel like there
turnovers and kept battling.
With 2:59 left in the game, is a lump in my heart."
More than anything, Erwin
the UCF team reached its most
exciting moment of a young said that ~ game was a test of
his team s · character and
season.
•
, In a goal that looked very showed that they can fight
similar to its third score, fresh- though any adversity.
"It would have been very
man Jake Howard passed a ball
across to Imran who headed it easy for us to roll over and die,"
once again past Terhune. The Erwin said. "But, they stood up
UCF bench exploded in cele- like men and they went and
bration. The fans, who Erwin played the game."
called "fantastic,'' were poundThe Knights were scheduled to face the University of '
ing on the bleachers.
"We just knew we had to get Kentucky on Sunday, but
that goal," .H oward said. "We result s were not available
•
just gave it all we had. We all before press time. A full recap •
had heart."
of Sunday's game will be availAfter killing the last three able in Thursday's issue of the
·•
minutes . of regulation, the Future.
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Rough Weekend?
•

Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
.
Conduct ?· Fake ID?
Disorderly
. .

•
?

Drug Possession? Underage Drinking. .: •
YOU HAVE OPTIONS...
I CAN HELP

•,

'

•

FREE CONSULTATION
Principal Office in Orlando

STATE & NATION
No.15 Alabama 31
No. 5 Florida 3
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. Brodie Croyle threw for three
TDs, including an 87-yarder to
Tyrone Prothro and a 65yarder to Keith Brown, to help
Alabama hand Florida its first
loss under Coach Urban
Meyec
•
Alabama (5-0, 3-0 SEC),
which hadn't beaten a top-five
team at Bryant-Denny Stadium
in five previous tries, got its
biggest win since a 34-7 victory '
over Florida in the 1999 SEC
championship game.
Croyle completed 15 of 18
passes for 286 yards. Coming
into the game, Croyle hadn't
completed a pass longer than
52 yards all season.
Chris Leak was harassed
into a 5-of-16 performance in
the first half and his first two
interceptions of the season,
leaving him three passes shy of
Danny Wuerffel's school
record streak of 121 without a
pick.
It was the Gators' worst
defeat since losing 36-7 to LSU
in 2002 and ended Meyer's ·
personal 20-game winning
streak at Utah and Florida (4-1,
2-1).

No. 6 Florida State 38
Syracuse 14

))

TALLAHASSEE - Drew
Weatherford passed for 234
yards and three touchdowns,
including a 71-yard swing pass
to Lorenzo Booker, and Florida
State defeated Syracuse (1-3).
Weatherford, a redshirt
freshman maldng his fourth
collegiate startj also scored a
touchdown as the Seminoles
rolled up a 24-0 lead.
Florida State (4-0), which
had nine sa~s in its opener
·against Miami, got Syracuse
quarterback Perry Patterson
seven times.
Syracuse's Damien Rhodes,
"W"ho caDle into the game

State 38-28, brealdng a Pac-10 John Goss narrowly missed a
conference and school record 37-yard field goal in overtime.
with their 26th victory ill a row.
Last year, Michigan State
The Trojans (4-0, 2-0 Pac- had a 27-10 -lead against Michi10) out-rushed the Sun Devils gan with 8:43 left before losing
373-68 in a matchup of two of in triple overtime.
The Wolverines began the
the nation's most prolific
season ranked fourth but loss~
offenses.
· Bush had touchdown runs es to Notre Dame and Wisconof 24 and 34 yards, the second sin dropped ~em out of the
one giving the Trojans the lead Top 25 for the first time since
for good 31-28 with 3:44 to go. . 1998, snapping the nation's
No. 9 Miami 27
White scored on romps of 32 . longest streak of 114-straight
South Florida 7
MIAMI - Tyrone Moss and 46 yards, the latter putting\ poll appearances.
Rivas missed a 27-yard field
matched a career-high with USC up 38-28 •with 2:22 left
three touchdowns, and Miami after Arizona State's Sam goal to the right with 48 secended South Florida's hopes of Keller was intercepted for the onds left, but with no timeouts
·
left, the Spartans couldn't get
springing a second straight fourth time.
Keller completed 26 of 45 past midfield.
upset.
Moss ran for 89 yards and for 347 yards and two touchhad scoring runs of 1 and 19 downs but was intercepted No. 2Texas 51,
yards in the first quarter, when five times, four .in the second Missouri 20
COLUMBIA, Mo. ·- Vince
Miami (3-1) took advantage of half after the Sun Devils (3-2, 1three South Florida turnovers 1) took a 21-3 lead at the break. Young ran for 108 yards and a
to build an early 17-0 lead.
Keller had been intercepted touchdown and threw for two
Miami scored on four of its only twice going into the game, other scores, and Texas con:.
verted three turnovers by Misfirst five possessions, then did- both in the season opener.
It was the second week in a · souri' quarterback Brad Smith
n't add to the total until Moss'
I-yard fourth-down plunge row that USC fell behind on into touchdowns.
· The Longhorns (4-0,.1-0 Big
with 8:25 left. South Florida the road and rallied. Last week
avoided the first shutout in its at Oregon, the Trojans trailed 12) have now won 11 straight
93-game history with 5:56 left, 13-0 but scored the next 45 road games. and 11 straight
when Johnny Peyton caught a points to win.
games overall. Jamaal Charles
had one rushing and one
14-yard touchdown pass.
receiving touchdown for
The teams combined for Michigan 34;
Texas, which is 4-0 for the
nine turnovers, five by South No. 1l Michigan State 31, OT ·
EAST LANSING, Mich. fourth time in five seasons and
Florida
South Florida (3-2),. which Mike Hart ran for 218 yards beat Missouri (2-2, 0-1) for t;he
came in with soaring confi- and a touchdown in his return 14th time in 15 games.
The 'Longhorns had plenty
dence from its 45-14 w.in over from an injury, and Garrett
then-No. 9 ·Louisville last Rivas made up for missing a of offense, totaling 585 yards, to
weekend, finished with a sea- field goal in the final minute of offset 135 yards in penalties, a
regulation by kicking a 35- fumble out of the end zone by
son-low 174 total yards.
yarder in overtime for Michi- Charles in the third quarter
and a second-quarter drive
No.1 USC38
gan.
Hart's return from a ham- that stalled at the Missouri 5..
No.14Arizona State 28
Smith scored on a pair of
TEMPE; Ariz. The string injury that caused him
strength and speed of LenDale to miss two-plu.s games short runs for Missouri,. which .
White and Reggie Bush lifted · allowed the Wolverines (3-2, 1- stayed with Texas for much of
No. 1 USC out of trouble on a 1 Big ten) to avoid their worst the first half but was shut out
after the break. The Longhorns
sweltering Saturday in the start since 1967.
Drew Stanton was 20-of-30 led.14-13 after one quarter and
desert.
White rushed for 197 yards for 282 yards with a touch- then ran off .37 straight points
in 19 attempts, Bush gained 158 down and an interception for , before Smith scored again with
in 17 Garries, and the Trojans the Spartans (4-1, 1-1) who lost 3:54 left.
rallied from 18 points down at their fourth straight game in
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
the half to beat No. 14 Arizona the rivfY· Michigan State's
ranked 10th nationally with an
average of 120.3 rushing yards,
was held to 44 yards on 15 carries, but added 70 more with
four catches.
Weatherford completed 17
of 26 passes, also throwing
touchdown passes covering 43
yards to Willie Reid arid 15
yards to Chris Davis.
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Attend 15 home sporting eventsduring the Fall and
Spring Semester for your chance to win a trip for 2,
all expenses paid, to one of these destinations. Log
onto www.UCFAthletics.com for more information
and to get schedules for all UCF sports!i!
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Golden Eagles fly over
ECU ·defense; Marshall
thunders back for win
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506 yards of total offense I
Where the E'ast Carolina with Hackney throwing l
i
(1-3) defense was Saturday · himself for 339 yards.
The Rice Owls refused to l
when facing the Soµthern
Miss Golden Eagles, (2-1) is go down without a fight. The 11
Owls rushed for 267 yards 1
up for debl!te.
i
The Golden Eagles were with tlieir option attack.
· Even with the success of 1
led by Quarterback Dustin
Almond, who finished with a the Owl running game,
·career day· throwing for 324 Hackney and Burks were not
""1
yards and two touchdowns going to be stopped.
The Blazers scored 35
in route to trouncing the
points in the first half and •
Pirates 33-7.
Late into the second quar- went into cruise control in :
ter, the game was still close the second half only scoring
'
-'
with the Golden Eagles only 10. '
UAB was able to avoid :
leading 10-7, but at the 4:41
mark Darren Mccaleb con~ their biggest problem :- · ·
nected on · a 43-yard field turnovers. The Blazers did~,.,w1
goal and the onslaught n't turn the ball over once
. _,
and forced four.
began.
Before the half, Almond
ni
connected with Shawn Nel- Houston vs. Tulsa
· Even with a 20-point sec- ,.
son for a 33-yard touchdown
pass, putting the Golden ond quarter lead, the Hous- 111
ton Cougars (2-2) still need-; 1u
Eagles ahead 20-7.
With no more than a ed a folll'th quarter fumble 1 'j
minute and a half gone from by Tulsa's (2-3) Garrett Mills ~.
~·~
the third quarter, Almond to win the game.
Houston held onto a close ~
connected for his. second
touchdown of the game with 30-23 victory when Mill!in-r
Antwon Courington for a 74- was strippeQ. on the 5-yard rr
line with 0:42 remaining. ·, 1
yard touchdown.
· The Cougars were led by
Overall, the Golden
Eagles amassed 493 yards of Kevin Kolb and Ryan .
total offense against a Gilbert, who scored three of',
the team's four touchdowns: 1
defe~e that was supposedly
one of the best in the nation. Kolb threw for 266 on 18 ,
completions and Gilbert ran '
for 134 yards and two toucl~
SMU vs. Marshall
Down 10-0 in the fourth downs.
Tulsa quarterback Paul ,,
quarter, the Thundering
Smith
threw the ball for
Herd refused to give up.
Marshall (2-2) rode the most the day attempting 49' ·
arms and legs of Quarter- passes.
Smith completed 26 pass- 0
back Bernard Morris to a
thrilling 16-13 overtime vic- es for 283 yards and two .,.,
touchdowns.
tory.
Houston's offense proved Morris was the only
offense the Herd was able to . to be too much for the Gold_:':
Houston
provide all night long, en Hurricane.
throwing for 314 yards on 60 rushed for 200 yards and ~
attempts and rushing for 63 threw for 276, totaling 476'0
yards for the nation's 13th' "'~
yards on 15 carries.
After SMU (1-4) had the ranked offense. Tulsa man u
Herd down 10-0 in the aged 283 by the air and 77 on_ ,..r
·-··
fourth, Morris took over the the ground.
Turnovers proved to b~:!
game.
He led the team on a 15 the difference for the'"'''
play, 69-yard drive to set up Cougars. Smith gave the ball"_1
an Ian O'Connor field goal to up on his Hurricane 12, lead!'~'
bring his team within a ing to a Houston touchdown~'":
touchdown. With 1:30 left on and the Mills fumble at the" ..
the clock, he scored the end of the game, which was::.;:
tying touchdown on a four- the final chance Tulsa had.
yard scramble.
After winning the toss UTEP vs. Memphis
UTEP (3-1) tried to win
and watching the Mustangs
only manage a field goal in the game through the air;
overtime, Morris took the Memphis (2-2) won the --1
·•
field again. Morris took the · game by running ~all all'"'
tJW'I
ball and scrambled 15 yards game.
Heisman
Candidate ~
down the left side of the
field, diving over the goal DeAngelo Williams ran uf(~
line to give the Herd the 16-13 and down the field all nigh(.;.,
in route to a 27-20 victory. · -;_;,
overtime victory.
Williams gained 235 yard~ '
In total Morris gained 377 ·
total yards and scored twice, on 35 carries, scoring twice A
and having a long run of 74~ '~
both on the ground.
·~vi
yards.
The UTEP Miners had nq__ _
Tulane vs. Southeast Louisiana
Offense was at a premium answer to Williams all game:.:,
when Tulane (2-1) and defensively, keeping the , .
Southeast Louisiana (1-2) · pressure off freshmen quar- ,.,
terback Billy Barefield. Baremet Saturday.
Quarterback
Lester field only needed to comRicard pic}\ed apart the plete 12 passes the entire '
Southeast Louisiana Lions game and, most importantly,
~"
throughout the second half, didn't turn the ball over.
UTEP decided, if they,_-;:
winning the game 28-21.
After a first half where couldn't stop Williams, they,;
both offenses were nowhere would simply try to outscore
.
to be found, an offensive him.
Quarterback
Jordan '.'
explosion occurred for both
teams in the second half.. In Palmer threw for 437 yardS1~
total, Ricard threw for 324 on 53 attempts, but mistakes·~~
yards and two touchdowns, haunted him all night~;;
both in the second half. · Palmer threw three inter=,~
Lions .quarterback Trey ceptions, which ended three . dr'ives.
""'~
Willie was not going 'to be scormg
outdone, though. Willie . Along with the three .
threw for 268 yards, ran for interceptions, the Miner?~·
36 and was responsible for fumbled the ball three times,"l
for a total of six turnovers. :~
all three Lion touchdowns.
If UTEP could have ~elct;
Even with the multi-purpose Willie on top of his onto the ball, the game rmght been different, Mem- .•
game, the Green Wave have
•
l'. U~I
refused to give in. Ricard phis had no answer 1or ..,
. matched every score from Palmer and his receivers,'"
the Lions; he was also aided three of which gained mor~ n
by a 97-yard kick return by than 100 yards. It was mis:,;.
takes that lost the game.
·
Israel Route.
Williams knew he could~"'
After the Route kick
01
return, Ricard connected n't make a mistake. With the _
with Bubba Terranova for a freshman quarterback in the' ...
74-yard touchdown to put game, Williams made sure ~
the Green Wave up 28-14 and not to fumble the ball andH
ultimately put the game out give the Miners an easy scor- ~
ing opportunity.
·
of reach.
By the end of the game
the rushing attack ..of Mem;
UABvs.Rice
Darrell Hackney and Dan phis was able to hold onto
Burks combined for four the ball for close to 13 more '
touchdowns leading UAB (3- mip.utes than UTEP.
1) past Rice (0-3) 45-29.
- ZACH MOORE
The UAB Blazers gained

Southern Miss vs. Ea$t Carolina

!f
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UCF quarterback Steven Moffett drops back to pass in UCF's win over Marshall last month. Moffett ha4 a first half to remember against the .Ragin' Cajuns; he was 11 of 13 for three touchdowns.

Smith steps up in final quarter
FROM A7
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it's our turn to get the bounces
and the calls and the field
goals."
After squandering a doubledigit first-half lead for the second straight week, the Knights
placed their hope~ on 18-yearold tailback Kevin Smith, and
on their final drive, Smith, a
true freshman, delivered, carrying UCF deep into field goal
range.
With the score even at 21 and
4:04 remaining, UCF took the
ball on its .38-yard line after a
Ragin' Cajuns punt.
The next nine plays would
be carries by Smith, who picked
up 41 yards, three first downs
and took nearly four minutes off
the clock while advancing to
the Ragin' Cajuns' ll-yard line.
On the 10th play of the drive,
Brown made the game.:.winning
field goal.
Smith, who touched the ball
only eight times in the second
half two games ago against
Marshall, finished with ll6
yards on 25 carries.
Seconds before ·Brown's
winning field goal, the Knights
thought - momentarily- they
had lost their chance to win the
game.
With game clock winding
down after Smith's final run, the

UCF field goal unit rushed onto
the field. With less than 10 seconds left and the clock runnfug
down, the ball was snapped
unexpectedly, and Brown's kick
missed to the left.
01
Hoping to stop the clock
'
before the Knights could kick,
ULL Coach Rickey Bustle had
called timeout.
The miss was a dead play,
and Brown - a senior pegged
. by Coach George O'Leary to
take the kick after starting kicker Matt Prater missed a 37yarder that would have given
the Knights a 24-7 lead in the
third quarter - took advantage
of the second opportunity.
offensive momentum with
For the second straight arguably their best ·drive of the
game, the UCF offense got off to season. Starting at the 8-yard
a swift start. For the first time line, Moffett led the Knights
this year the Knights scored on down the field, completing all
their opening drive. On ):heir five of his passes on the drive
third play from scrin:µnage just for 67 yards.
over five minutes into the game,
· Once in ULL territory, MofMoffett found senior receiver fett found Mike Walker for a 21Brandon Marshall streaking yard reception to advance to the
down the right side for a 60- ULL 17, then two plays later
yard touchdown pass, and the found Marshall in the end zone
Knights soon led 7-0.
for the second time, with a 15In the final minute of the yard pass. The 92-yard drive
first quarter, Moffett capped an . took less than five minutes.
eight-play, 55-yard drive with an
Marshall finished with five
ll-yard pass to junior tailback receptions for 107 yards and
Dontavius Wilcox, giving the two touchdowns.
Knights a 14-0 lead
The Kllights held a 21-0 lead
Early in the second quarter on the strength of their offense,
the Knights continued their but Moffett and company had

·Smith picked up 41
yards, three first
downs and took
nearly four
minutes off the
clock while taking .
.the ball deep into
the red zone of the
Ragin' Cajuns.

trouble moving the ball in the
second half.
Moffett, who went ll-for-13
in the first half with three
touchdowns, struggled in the
second half, completing only
four ofl2.
The Ragin' Cajuns scored
their first touchdown on an
Abdule Levier run in the second quarter. After Prater's
miss, ULL drove 80 yards and
scored on a 1-yard carry by
Booker Jenkins, which cut the
Knights' lead to 21-14.
Minutes later, as the Knights
faced third and 21 from their
own 20, Moffett was sacked
and fumbled, and the Ragin'
Cajuns recovered on the 7.
Levier carried it in from there,
tying the score with just under
two minutes remaining.
The Knights' next drive
ended with an interception of
Moffett, but the Ragin' Cajuns
couldn't capitalize. ULL also
couldn't capitalize on UCF's
inability to protect its quarterback. Moffett was sacked five
times, all after the midpoint of
the third quarter.
Moffett finished 15-of-25
with three touchdowns and
one jnterception.
The last time UCF won on a
lasf·play field goal was in the
40-38 upset of Alabama on Oct.
28,2000.

· Football team mµ~t be able to play with lead
I
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back, carrying 25 times for 116
yards, including ll carries in t}le
fourth quarter. The build up to
this point was slow, and now
Knights fans know why. These
two will be counted on for this
tY,pe of performance for the rest
of.the season.

that ULL would take the kickoff
back and win it? Yes, they did
come back from down 21-0 to tie
it early in the fourth quarter, but
the UCF kickoff coverage has
been outstanding this season,
and special teams demon Glenroy Watkins made the tackle at
the ULL 25 to end it.

1

Raining on the parade •••

UL-Lafayette lost because •••

The Knights were up 21-0
early in the second quarter.
They lost the lead and, were it
not for Moffett recovering his
own fumble late in the fourth,
would have lost the game. This
team has shown no ability to
play with a lead, something that
will eventually come back to
bite them if they don't fix it now.

, It did not make UCF pay for

ali of its mistakes, a crucial com) p?nent for any team trying to
· c0mpensate for a talent gap.
ULL scored off a missed Matt
Ptater field goal and Steven
) J.'4offett fumble, but when Moffett threw an interception and
tlie Ragin' Cajuns took over at
niidfield with the game tie~ at
.., 2~, a three-and-out killed their
momentum.

ASHLEY BURNS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

After losing his first 13 games at UCF, Coach George Oleary has now won two straight. .

I

The momentum shifted when •••

overtime and the close, late; The first play of the fourth . game scenario the Knights have
quarter was a third-and-two failed in under George O'Leary.
play for ULL at the Knights 42yard line. Michael Desormeaux Drive of the game •••
took a quarterback keeper to the
UCF's game-winning drive
right, where Chris Welsh was will be remembered ·as the
waiting to make the stop one moment true freshman tailback
yard short of the first. down, Kevin Smith picked up the torch
left by Alex Haynes as the feaforcing the punt
ture back. All nine plays were
Smith carries, and he responded
Play ofthe game •••
John Brown's 28-yard field with 44 yards. For O'Leary to
goal with three seconds remain- have that type of confidence in
ing was clutch, considering that Smith, especially in light of his
Matt Prater had hooked a 36- reduced second half work load
yard attempt left early in the against Marshall, shows the talthird quarter. Brown prevented ent the true freshman has.
~

.

.

Coaching call of the game .••
O'Leary's continued use of
Smith on the game winning
drive. The pass protection suffered a bit in the second half,
and Moffett was 0-3 on the previous drive before being sacked
twice -recovering his own
fumble on the second sack - to
end it. O'Leary knew that trying
to win the game through the air
was not the best idea, so he gave
the ball to his workhorse and
Smith did the rest.

What this means •• .'
Corping in, the Knights were
considered the favorite. They
won. There is little room to
complain, but for all the good
that has come out of these two
wins, there are plenty of reasorn?
to think t:µat they may be the last
of the season going into the
seven conference contests..
There are plenty of "ifs," the
biggest being the Knights'
inal?ility to put an opponent
away. If they can change that, a
bowl game is not only a possibility; it should be expected.

Game Balls
The game was over when •••
Brown hit the field goal.
Come on, did you really think
.{

.

Offense: Kevin Smith
Defense: Rennell Sandy
Special Teams: John Brown
.
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Wl-IO CARE~? ~O
. DO YOU WAtJT
~BARRO~, Cl-llCl=IL.:...A, WEtJDY~ OR

Shooting photos
handled ethically

A

increased. ·
s more than a week has
passed since the fatal
The Future decided to grant
shooting ofUCF police
an exelusive to Local.6 News
officer Mario Jenkins, the staff of since reporter Nancy Alvarez
the Central Florida Future has
was the first to contact us and
struggled with not only the loss · also the only one who offered an
of a good friend but also the
on-air explanation of why we
frenzy of bloodthirsty Central
were releasing the photos.
Alvarez demonst~ted compasFlorida news media and the
ignorance of rriany others.
sion, understanding we,were
Last Wednesday; the staff of
nearly overwhelmed by these
the Future was preparing the
important photos. Local 6 stayed
Thursday edition when local tel- true to its word and ran the phoevision news outlets discovered
tos without any ulterior motives.
we had obtained photos from
Others were less compassionthe scene of the shooting.
ate and tried alternate· routes to
The Future had not yet decid- obtain the photos.
ed which photos to run. The
One TV news station espesensitive nature of the news and , dally demonstrated its lack of
the graphic nature of the photos .integrity by threatening not to
required discussion and time. ·
ever hire Future staffers. We
We ·made that point clear to
won't name the station, but we
those who inquired, but local
regret the lack of ethics and pronews outlets decided to harass
fessionalism on the part of many
the Future staff anyway.
people we expected to look up
For the first time ever, the
to and learn from, and we won't
staff of the Future had to be
forget who they are.
locked inside thenewspaper's
The Future published the
office because overly aggressive
photos because we thought it
TV)lews reporters were
iinport~t that they be released
Cflfuped in the parking lot and
and received in a proper manhad staked out our building.
ner. We never intended the phoThey were demanding access tos to disrespect Jenkins, his
to the photos and claiming a
family or the UCF Police
right to them. Several TV news
Department. Initially, we had
producers called the Future
hoped to delay ninning the phoincessantly for the photos, and
tos because last week was stresstheir rudeness and desperation
ful enough for UCF. We 'ran the

photos because we knew they
would get out one way or another. We wanted to control their
release and publication in fairness to, and in the best interest
of, all involved.
For the past two editions,
many local journalists have credited us and have expressed
respect for our coverage of this
tragedy. We acted not to draw
attention to ourselves, but rather,
we believe our actions were
responsible. We have provided
concise, balanced and ethical
coverage, and for that, the UCF
community can be proud.
We have been criticized and '
characterized as having taken
sides. Officer Jenkins' memory
has been tarnished by people
saying that underage drinking
isn't a erime and that the police
officers were wrong to wear
plain clothes.
Eyewitness accounts have
established that Officer Jenkins
wasn't trying to identify underage drinkers but instead was trying to break up a fight between
tailgaters. That's what led to his
death.
More than anything, we've
discovered many people at and
around UCF remain insensitive
to a tragedy and still fail to
understand that a good man is
gone and lost to his family.

OUR STANCE

Coverage should
not be bought
T

he Government Accountability Office said Friday
that the Bush administration violated the law by buying
favorable coverage of the president's education policies.
That day, a small step was
taken toward government and
media accountability.
In a report The New York
Times described as "blistering,"
the GAO, an independent, nonpartisan arm of Congress, stated
that by paying conservative
commentator Armstrong
Williams and hiring a public
relations firm to analyze media
perceptions of the Republican
Party, the administration was
disseminating "covert propaganda" in the U.S. The report provided the first definitive ruling
on .):he legality of the activities.
GAO lawyers found that the
administration systema~ically
analyzed news articles to see
whether they carried the message: "The Bush administration/the GOP is committed to
education."
The auditors declared: "We
see no use for such information
except for partisan political piirposes. Engaging in a purely
political activity such as this is
not a proper use of appropriated
funds."
The report also criticized the
Department of Education for
paying Ketchum Inc., a PR company, to pay Williams for newspaper columns and television
appearances praising the No
Child Left Behind Act.
The GAO discovered a previously unknown case in which

the Department of Education
attribution is missing."
paid for a news article emphasizStill, this is only a small step.
ing the government's role in sciCongress tried to clarify the ban
ence education and disseminaton covert propaganda in a bill
ed a prepackaged television
signed by Bush in May. The law
news story.
says no f~deral money can be
The segment, a ''video news
used to produce or distribute a
release" narrated by a woman
news story unless the governnamed Karen Ryan, said that
ment's role is openly acknowledged.
President Bush's program for ·
However, despite the clear
providing remedial instruction
and tutoring to children "gets an illegality of these activities, the
A-plus." That segment, along
ban carries no penalty. The Bush
administration and the Educawith several segments distribtion Department can flout the
uted in the past, ended with, "In
law, as they have clearly done,
Washington, I'm Karen Ryan
without any fear of punishment.
reporting."
A law without consequence isn't
This report differs from a
a very effective law. Currently,
statement that the Justice
violating the covert propaganda
Department's Legal Counsel
ban is the governmental equivaissued in March that said government agencies do not have to lent of jaywalking.
But punishing offenders can
acknowledge their role in proachieve only so niuch. The news ·
ducing news segments if they
media must take steps to preare factual. The GAO rebuked
serve their own credibility and
that notion, stating:
accountability. TY stations need
"The failure of an agency to
to own up when they use preidentify itself as the source of a
packaged news.
prepackaged news story misBetter yet, they·shouldn't use
leads the viewing public by
it at all. Newspapers should take
encouraging the audience to
better care when dealing with
believe that the broadcasting
news organization developeq the press releases, too. Basing a
story on a press release is one
information.
thing. Running the press release
"The prepackaged news stories are purposefully designed to without any original reporting is
a completely different thing.
be indistinguishable from news
segments broadcast to the pub~
Journalists must be allowed
lie. When the television viewing · to do their job without government interference. These are
public does not know that the
rules and concepts taught in any
stories they watched on TV
introductory journaliSm class.
news programs about the govPeople such as Williams, who
ernment were in fact prepared
would turn the media into a govby the government, the stories
are, in this sense, no loriger pure- ernment-run farce, need to go
back to school.
ly factual. The essential fact of
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Police need more training
To the family, friends and colleagues of
Officer Mario Jenkins, I offer my most heart.felt condolences on your loss.
This does, however, bring to mind the
need to change the kind of training police
receive. I have looked at several training programs for law enforcement officers. None of
the programs lasts more than a few months.
It is a sad fact that we like the people who
represent us in the world to have four-year
degrees and more, but the people we have
who carry weapons that protect us on a more
personal and local level only need a few
months of training. I cannot say that either of
these officers did well or were not on their
jobs, but this situation seems to be a ridiculous reason to have a shooting. There were
three fatal errors m ade at this game.
No. 1: There is no need for undercover
police officers at the game. These are the
same kids that will one day be leaders in our
community. If it is the goal of the police to
stop drinking, then they should do that and
stop drinking. If there were uniformed officers present, then drinking wouldn't be so
blatant.
No. 2: Was there anyone who knew this
guy was a police officer? In no video that I
have seen was there any form of identification. No badge in hand to show the public
that he was a police officer.
No. 3: Was there any communication from
the Orlando officer or communication
between Orlando and UCF?
While I understand the seriousness of
underage drinking, I don't understand the
method that is used to stop it. I think there
nesds to be more training for police officers
or anyone who is going to carry a gun for a
living and also more training for students in
the area of drinking and responsibility.

seems that the UCF administration would
· rather blame the 22,000 who attended the
game.
Curbing tailgating will only result in
upsetting the boosters and alumni, as well as
the student population (future boosters and
alumni). Such rash action in curbing tailgating will cause many boosters and alumni to
curtail and/or cease future contributions to
, UCF Athletics and other programs. .
I didn't need a task force to figure this out.
-DAN FREER

.Protest was heard across U.S.
I am glad to find that today's issue of the
Future is monopolized by the recent tragedy

at the UCF football game. Actually, I'm not.
Yes, this issue has raised a dispute of whom
to blame, or more, what to blame, and that
debate deserves column space.
What I don't understand is how the Our
Stance editorial from Monday, which completely sent me into a rage for justice, went
under the radar, as far as responses go. The
editorial, was a hasty slap across the 40 people's faces that attended the anti-war protest
in D.C. on Saturday, calling the march a lost
cause and saying that the effort "fell on deaf
ears."
The voice that was rais~d at the protest, a
voice of more than 100,000 peace soldiers,
echoed all throughout the nation, whether
our inflated President Bush was in town or in
Colorado on a htirricane-excused vacation.
Discouraging action through quitting
because you think nobody_is listening is
wrong, and it contributes to the ever growing
apathy that peels away the years we have
until the world loses all feeling.
The stance taken in this article was contradictory. Column space could've been used
to express feelings about a protest against a
money-driven war that is affecting the entire
- JAMES MACINTYRE .
world and has killed more than just one person. After all, there was enough room to
advertise Dan.non Frusion breakfast drinks,
UCF will eliminate beer and alcohol at the
Disney, MTV and Weight Watchers.
games. Get used to it and accept it now. The
-JEN WHALEN
UCF and Orlando Police Departments will
solve their communications problems. This
type of tragedy will never be repeated in this
This past weekend Campus Peace Action
community.
There are a few other things' that will con- brought 40 people up to D.C. for the largest ·
anti-war protest since the war started. There
tinue. Underage drinking will still continue.
were 500,000 people gathered to dissent the
UCF cops will still be armed. Students will
war in Ir:,i.q in D.C., while large numbers were
still complain about police brutality, both
seen at numerous other protests throughout
from UCF and from Orlando. Unfortunately,
the.world including San Francisco, New
the standard student budget still won't cover
a lawyer or a civil rights suit. The police still. York, and London. People came from all
walks of life, including Democrats and
know that and will use force accordingly.
I'm an alum now, and I can only offer a bit Republicans. We were a huge presence. and
of hope. Shortly you will graduate and slowly our voices were heard throughout the interstart to look more 30 instead of 20. You prob- . national community.
We didn't need the president there, and, in
ably still won't be able to afford a lawyer, but
the words ofthe correspondent, "jt's probathe cops won't b~ so sure. Besides, they have
bly a good bet that he 9.idn't care."
a whole new batch of students on whom to
George W. Bush has a history of not
. work.
accepting views outside his own, and I don't ·
Improvements do creep in. At least Glensee any protest radically changing his closeda Hood is not in office anymore. Back then,
minded, stagnant views.
they'd harass you just for looking young
The editorial pointed out that Bush "has a
downtown, and tailgaters got teargassed at
bigger mess on h~s hands," in reference to the
the T.D. Waterhouse.
recent hurricane disaster. The fallacy in that
- DAVID WEINER
argument is that much of the debacle in New
Orleans could have been prevented if furiding for the levee system had not been divertIt was tragic that UCF Police Officer
ed to directly fund the war in Iraq, not to
Mario Jenkins lost his life while in the line of mention the lack of National Guard troops.
duty. However, the wrong-headed approach
Iraq is the biggest mess that the president
to curb tailgating does not address the real
has on his hands, no question. The editorial
issue: Why was a uniformed officer [holding] mentioned that Bush should fear his public
a gun at the head of a fan tailgating before the opinion ratings. It's not only this fear that
game?
should inspire Bush to heed the call of our
Although many are hesitant to address
nation, but the peril that lingers over our
this for fear of being labeled "heartless" or
nation as a direct result of this war. It will be
"politically incorrect," the real issue from Sat- our generation specifically that will have to
urday evening was the obvious police misdeal with the aftermath of this war, such as
conduct in the matter.
·
the deficit acquired, the international ramifiNo law enforcement agency trains its offi- cations, as well as the cost of life.
cers to perform in such a dangerous and
A demonstration is one of the best ways to
unprofessional manner. Warning shots ...
dissent. Quoting Thomas Jefferson, "dissent
[holding a gun on] an unarmed person? The
1s the highest form of patriotism." It is also
UCF Poli~e Department is sorely lacking in
personally empowering to be in the midst of
proper field training.
hundreds of thousands .o f people with a comInstead of a task force to discuss tailgating,
how about some disciplinary action on those
PLEASE SEE READER VIEWS ON A11
who run the UCF Polite.Department? It
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Things change, staythe same

Bush not needed for protest
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Task force not the solution
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The Future encourages commeQtS from readers. Lettersto the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phonenumber.We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com, ·
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407·447·45S6.Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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from the religious text of a faith that actively
opposes your own, one that has persecuted
people like you, one that continues to this day
mon goal and vested interest in ending the illegal, irresponsible war that should have never
to spread lies about who you are and what you
been waged in the first place. In the words of
believe.
·
Tb.e Indypendent writer Geoff Mendoza,
Sound like an oppressive third world regime?
. "Protests don't solve problems, but as part of a
No, it's just the UCF campus. Any student or
larger strategy of resistance. They help keep us
employee at UCF should have a right to walk
sane while we rage against 'the war."
across campus without being accosted by the
religious beliefs and the inflammatory state- STACY KOWALSKI AND MYCHEL ESTEVEZ
ments of others. But this morning, as I walked
CAMPUS PEACE ACTION
to work, I was confronted by lines of biblical
quotes,·some innocuous and some insulting.
Although the group that wrote these mesAfter reading last week's article regarding
sages no doubt thought they were reaching out
the Gaza pullout, I was appalled to see that the
to the students of the campus, it.is something
Future, a paper I previously had much respect
that I, as a non-Christian, feel creates a hostile
for, published an article which was not only, in
environment. I should have a choice in whether
many instances, editorialized, but in some stator not I read Bible passages or religious dogma
ing absolute falsities. It is a shame to see an
Since it was written on the sidewalk, I had
international story of such importance and releno way to avoid engaging with their personal
vance reported with an undeniable slant.
beliefs. This was undoubtedly the writers'
To start, the reporter refers to "Jewish and
. intention. I, however, feel that I have the right to
Arab militants," and later to Israeli "terrorist
walk to work without being informed that I am
factions." It may have been appropriate to mengoing to their Hell if I don't join them.
tion that, although Arab extremists send suicide
Please withhold my name, as I most certainbombers to attack Israel, Israel itself retaliates
ly fear reprisal for not thinking like the majority.
• with their national army, not militia. After all, I
- NAME WITHHELD BY REQUEST
can't remember the last time I saw a militia
piloting F-16 fighters. As far as Israeli extremists
go, they are punished accordingly for their
In response to your editorial on file sharing,
crimes, as opposed to the Palestinian tradition
I would like to point out that not all music
- ofpraising such violence.
being shared comes from companies who desThe article further implies that Israel settleperately need our money. Aside from the music
ments and forces remain in the Gaza region,
that iS owned by established record companies,
explaining that "the Palestinian government
there is a lot of deJiland for more underground
must control its terrorist factions before Israel ·
and sometimes do-it-yourself recording artists.
will ease control of Gaza," and that Hamas ·
For instance, I used Soulseek a few weeks
"wants Israel to pull out of all of Gaza." The fact
ago to download the His Hero Is Gone/Uranus
is, there is not a single Israeli left in the Gaza
split LP (yes, that is an actual record) which is
strip. CNN reported on Aug. 23 that the Israeli
on Prank Records. The thing is, I can't buy this
military had officially completed pulling all
recoFd because it's out of print. In fact, a lot of
Jews out of Gaza.
Another paragraph discusses "difficult Israeli records are out of print, and, unless you want to
spend more than $100 on eBay to buy it, the
checkpoints" and Palestinians "living in a larger
only ·w ay to get those songs is to download
prison." Simply stated, these are matters of
them. A lot of music is only released on vinyl,
opinion and should have no place in a news
piece.
·
and file sharing or getting someone to dub you
a tape is the only way to get the record.
It is quite obvious that, if any, no research
A lot of underground bands make their
was done for this article. I hope that the Future
money on touring, not from selling records in
takes better care in the future and reports on
stores. And I haven't heard of Level Plane,
such subjects with neutrality and appreciation
Robotic Empire or Hyperrealist records going
for the facts. It would be extremely disappointunder because kids are getting their records
ing to find students, in the future, being subject
online.
to as much misinformation as has been witNot all file sharing is created equal, and if
nessed here. •
you don't believe me, go out and try to find the
- JORDAN FARBER
Th.is is Boston, Not LA comp. LP. You won't be
able to find it in stores or online, except eBay
for a lot of money. But you'll find it on Soulseek.
Imagine living in a place where your most
It's an amazing record, so what are you going
precious beliefs are not only frowned upon or
to do, not download it? The company that put it
ignored, bm downright insulted and portrayed
out doesn't even exist anymore. Before you
as evil Imagine living in a culture that pays lip
start pointing fingers at file sharing, next time
service to tolerance and diversity, but only if
maybe you should consider all the situations.
your lifestyle and religious beliefs are majority
-KERISMITH
approved.
Now imagine being forced to read passages

Gaza article missed the mark
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If you want to enjoy greater job security, make more money,. have greater
flexibility and more opportunities, then Graduate School is for you. In addition
to providing more knowledge and understanding of your discipline, it will allow you
additional choices in the job...:market, increased marketability, more ·opportunities for
advancement, and for some professions it is simply required for what you want to do
(for example, psychologists, physical therapists, counselors, and audiologists are all
required to. have grad~ate degrees to practice).

)

The typical person with a graduate degree will earn an average salary of
$74,602 per year, compared to $51,206 for an individual with a bachelor's degree,
and only $27,915 for someone with a high school diploma. Not only are annual
earnings more, but you are also more likely to have greater savings over your
career and are more likely to be married to someone who also has higher earnings
and savings.
What do you need to pursue graduate education? You ·need to apply.
Graduate programs will evaluate your credentials based upon yout overall
academic record (grade point average in the last 60 hours of your
undergraduate career is typical), test score performance (GRE or GMAT),
letters of recommendation from faculty, statement of purpose about why you
want to attend Graduate School, your professional experiences, and
sometimes a personal interview or portfolio. In addition, many graduate
students receive financial support to attend graduate school.
Assistantships and fellowships are available from most graduate schools.
UCF offers more than 100 master's, doctoral, and
· certificate programs.
·

•
UNIVERSITY OF C E NTRAL FLORIDA

•

. GRAD U A TE S TUD I E S

.,
Stands For Opportunity
For more information, the
following websites are helpful,
as well as the UCF Graduate
Students website at
www.graduate.ucf.edu.

• Graduate School Guide
www.g ra duateguid e.com

• Peterson' s Guide
www .petersons.com
• GraduateSchools.com
w ww .graduateschools.com

• FRESCH! Free Scholarship Search
www.freschinfo.com/index.phtml
• FastWeb Free Scholarship Search
www.fastweb.com

Apply Online!

www.graduate.ucf.edu

•'---------~-------------------<.----------------------~~----~------~------------""------------------------~--------~---------------~
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Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-nme
HelpWanted:Full-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent Homes
ForRentApartments

250 Roommates

275 Sublease
300 For Sale: General
325 for Sale: Automotive

350 ·For Sale: Homes
375 ~Sale:Pets •
400 Services
500 Events
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Events:UCF
600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost&Found

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Professional couple seeking an individual
that can assist wittl running errands,
housekeeping !!<- grocery shopping.
Pleasant work environment.
Call 407-310-7309
MOVIE EXTRAS/ACTORS & MODELS!
Make $75-$250/day. All ages/faces
wanted! No experience required.
FT/PT! (800)714-7565.
Local Moving Company Now Hiring for
inside sales/customer service rep.
position. Excellent pay, benefits, and
incentives for the right individual. Please
Fax resume to 407-852-1133 Attn.Todd
or email at todd@tmtorlando.com
$600 WEEKLY Working through the
government PIT. No Experience. A lot of
Opportunities. (800)493-3688 Code J-14.

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

. By Phone: ( 407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E~mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM ·
We need Paid Survey Takers in Orlando. ·
100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.
CHURCH NEEDS NURSERY WORKER
Sunday mornings, Wed nights.
$40/week. Great Oaks Baptist, Dean Rd.
Call Jessica 407-923-5335
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Call 407-628-3844.
MEDIA PRODUCTIONS
Young Orlando company seeks talented
Graphic Designer & Live Production
experts (Director, Camera, Sound, Light,
Video). www.thinkcybis.com/join-us

• Great Pay - Hourly base PLUS Commission
• 9:00am to 5:00pm and NO WEEKENDS!
• Tuleco.mmunications sales experience
preferred but will train the right people.

Make your fullest ;ncome potential
with Total Markeb'ng Concepts!
Call for an interview orjust walk in!
684 South Highway 17-92
ngwood, .FL 32750 (Be.hind the Wendy's)
*

407.618.3000

EGG DONORS NEEDED.
$3000 to $5000 COMPENSATION ·
for Healthy, flt, non-smoking
females between 21-29. Easy
registration onllne at: www.openarmsconsultants.com or call
94~ 741 4994. Info is confidential.
Immediate opening for full, part-time, and
on-call team members. Work in nearby
Winter Park in spectacular country club
setting. We need individuals with positive ·
attitudes and professional demeanors to
be banqL1et servers, bartenders, servers,
and server assistants, outside services
and ground staff. We offer competitive
salary and benefits including: free meals,
tuition reimbursement, compimentary
Monday golf, and full-time health
benefits.
Interlachen Country Club
2245 Interlachen Court
Winter Park, FL 32792
PHone: 407-657-0850
Fax: 407-657-5037
cnaples@interlachenccfl.com
Recreation/Building attendant at a
nearby location. Sat/Sun 12-9pm.
Pay $8-$9/hr. Must love working
with people. Lisa 321-443-1775
Women ages 21-30 you can help make
a miracle happenl Egg donors needed
to help women who are waiting to
become moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909
Delivery drivers needed. Good pay plus
tips, must be motivated, know the area
and able to work 25 hours per week.
Apply within @ Goodfellas Pizza
Corner of Alafaya/50 (Publix Plaza)
Nanny/Personal Assistant for school-ged children. PT/FT, flex schedule.
Must have reliable car. Live-out only,
Winter Park area. Exp only, $1 O/hr.
Must give 1 yr commitment.
Contact 407-925-5218.
GREAT JOB, GREAT PAY, GREAT
LOCATION! Busy Nature's Table
located in the Cingular bldg. @ 12150
Research Pkwy now hiring servers.
Must be clean cut, friendly and hard
, working with great attitude. Open
7 :00am - 7:30pm M-F - Ask for Camille

See a com pany like no other. See where risk taking is

app l a~ded.

On-Campus lntervrews
Thurs, Oct 6, All Day
Career Services & Experiential Learning
We're looking for:
•Executive Team Leaders
• Executive Interns
For updated information about campus events and how you can interview for Target
leadership positions, check with your career center or go to
f'

..

Target Is an equal employment opportunity employer and is a drug-free wcrkplace.
©2005 Target Stores. The Bullseye Design is a registered trademart< of Target Brands, Inc.
All rights resented.
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DIST.RIBUTION DRIVERS
Mondays and Thursdays
Morning Route: 5:30 - 7:30 a.m.
Truck or SUV helpful. $10+ hourly.

Start @ $70 for a 5-hour event!
Promote brands by distributing
samples/brochures and/or demonstrating
products to consumers. Premier in-store
'Promotions Company and authorized
agency of Mass Connections, Inc., has
great opportunities in Various FL cities.
Positions available are part-time, mostly
weekends, and typically 5 hours.
For more information and to apply online,
visit www.eventsandpromotions.com.

l

•

I,

E-mail robertop@knightnewspapers.com or call 407-447-4555 ext.212

BEST PART-TIME
JOB IN .ORLANDO

(

DO EXTIU.ORDINARY THINGS .•••
~'

Call for an interview at one of
ourtwo convenientlocations:

Orlando: 407-243-9400
Winter Park: 407-673-9700
www.DialAmerica.com/Orlando

.I

•

(

·EARN

UPTO

$170/MO.

· donating
plasma regularly

•l

···-------···-~-----~· · ·- ·

SPECIAL
~10 OfffR

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

{ I

···----···-·················
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TAX PREPARER, FREE TAX CLASS
Earn extra income after taking course.
Flex. sched, conv. Joe. in East Orlando.
Register now! Courses start in Sept.
Send contact info to
LibertyTaxOrlando@fdn.com or call
407-380-0880. Liberty Tax Service.
Small fee for books.

See us when we're on your campus this year, offering internships and recruiting for
full-time executive leadership opportunities.
Target l11formation Session
Wed, Oct 5, 5:30-6:30 pm
Student Union Garden t<ey, Room 221 AB

HELP WANfED

SS
s3

PROGRAMMERS\WRITERS\GRAPHIC
- ARTISTS Part time contract w ork. $20/h,r
DOE Photoshop, PHP, C++, Java, Flash,
Email resume to sbrim @goowy.com

32765.
Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

STUDENT

SS

Jason's Deli is now hiring delivery drivers
to start at $7/hr plus tips!
We are willing to worK around your busy
sched. & other jobs! Flex. shifts avail:
Mon-Fri. 10 am to 4 pm. Delivery drivers
mu's! be 18 yrs or older, own car, have
valid drivers license, up to date
insurances and a good driving record.
No exp. needed! Tell a friend and apply
in person at Jason's Deli, 303
E. Altamonte Dr, #1350. 407-830-0699.

Servers Wanted PT/FT
No exp necessary. Energetic people w/
positive attitudes. Only 20 min from UCF.
Come in between 9 and 5.
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651.

See Yourself at ®

Target.com/careers

The tity of Oviedo Parks and Recreation Department has available positions in all of the above categories.
Must be 18 or older. (Lifeguards must
be certified in CPR and Lifeguard
Training; Instructors must be certified
in CPR andWSI.) We offer a competitive wage and flexible schedule to
wprk around classes. Free.access to
City facilities (gymnasium, fitness
room, aquatic facilities, tennis, racquetball and basketball courts). To
apply, visit www.cityofoviedo.net
and click on City Jobs, or apply in
person to Human Resources at City
Hall, 400 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo, FL

WCAL

Money For College
The army is currently offering sizeable
bonuses of up to $20,000. In addition to
the cp.sh bonuses, you may qualify for up
to $70,000 for college through the
Montgomery GI Bill and Army College
Fund. Or you could pay back up to
$65,000 of qualifying student loans
through the Army's Loan Repayment
Program. To find out more,
call· 407-281-1274.

new style. See your futu re . See yourself in red. See you soon.

!Ill

RECREATION AIDES,
LIFE~UARDS, SWIM
INSTRUCTORS, ATHLETIC
ASSISTANTS AND
COUNTER SERVICE
ATTENDANTS NEEDED!

First issue:
Each addl issue:

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
·Ad options, upgrades, and additional discounts available
• Econ.omic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issues
• Reaching UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Winter Springs
• Classified ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

Get Paid To Drive a Brand New Car!
Now paying drivers $800-$3200
· a month. Pick up your free car key
today. www.freecarkey.com

See a world' of opportunity. See thEl hip new thing . See the

....

PAYMENT METHODS

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Sunday mornings. Novices welcomed.
·Great Oaks Baptist, Dean Rd.
Call Jessica 407-923-5335

- Needed: Telephone Sales
Representatives FT/PT

AD RATES

(

®

TARGET.
C'/

--

-' .
!

Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines fqr
people with various illnesses.

~

..

( I

..

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321·235·9100
r

•
YUKONBLUE.COM CROSSWORD

Physical Therapy Job· Fair

F Student Looking for M/F Roommate.
1 bdr in townhouse w/ walk In closet.
10 mins from UCF. Great amenities.
Pets Ok $525 inc. ~II utll.
321-945-4438

111 Apartment to Sublet

•

Oct. Rent Free, $350 move-In fee
$835/mo Includes util, furnished
Shuttle to UCF. 561-324-2379 ·

..

4/2 Pegasus Connection
1st month rent free. $485/mo.
+ Magazine subscriptions. Available
ASAP. Mike (27-946-1043.

College Station Apartments

..

1 bd. in a 4/4 all utilities included,
high speed Internet, cable, electric,
pool, gym. Avail ASAP-Aug.'06
$490/mo Call 612-581-4714

October 7, 2005
9:00 am - 2:.00 pm
UCF Student Union
Cape Flori~a Ballroom, Rm 316

•

...

Meet with Local and National
C<?mp~nies !

34. Drain-opener
chemical
35. Rainy season
37. Domesticated
39. Attired
41. Kauai porch
44. Elicits
48. Armor-plated
51. Mineral vein
52. Respite
53. Puzzling
54. Roman wear
55. Pale
56. Anaconda,
e.g.
57. Rose's stalk

ACROSS
1. Shoe liners
5. Poetic
adverb
8. Deadly reptiles
12. Tons
13. Has permis. sion to
14. Dissolute fellow
15. Play part
16. Beast
18. Thin
20., Upset
21 . Unpleasant
sight
24. Set phrase
27. In that place
31, Energy
source
32. Fedora features

2 Males needed for 2 rooms. $525/mo.
includes all. Located in Alafaya Club.
Available Now. 407-313-8005.

2

3

Sponsored by

•+• YukonBlue. .
Ustlt findlt.Getlt.

4. Twospeaker
player
5. Host
6. Bend
an __
7. Whiskey
grain
8. More
bohemian
9. Eternal
spirit

DOWN
1. Bogey beaters
2. Crooked
3. Carbonated
soda

9

4

10

11

l~ General

15

Hot Tub/Spa
5 person, never used, waterfall , lounger,
24 jets, 5hp pump, red wood cabinet.
Sacrifice $1495 call 863-651-3155

18

5 Piece Bedroom Set
Queensize Bd, light wood, mirror,
armoire, night stand, $ double dresser.
$250 Chris: 407-365-4981
Pillow1op Mattress Sets
Brand New Orthopedics. Never used Still in factory plastic. Twin Sets $90, Full
Sets $100, Queen Sets $135. Can
Deliver! (407) 846-8822
Move Out Sale! Everything has to go!
Desktop PC $870, Microwave $45, Full
Size Bed $175, etc. Email
Sebastian_Lacle@hotmail.com

Undiluted
Germ
Nabbed
Representative
22. Be miser-

23.

~1ec1dca1~~r

unit
".!' ..
24. Doctrine ·· 25. Twins
26. Rural
"'"e!

hotel
'·
28. Large tre~~ 019
29. Vote for ;;NI
30. Turner or:~
Knight
33. Aussie
hopper •/OM
36. Skimpy '!IA
38. Mature ··
people
40. Ibsen's """ 1

12

f~ FOR SALE:

1O.
11.
· 17.
19.

48
--+---1---1----1

52

Gabler '""
41. Tu rkish •v;fni
coin
'><s'l
42. Mars, to "
·v""
Zeus
43. Snack <>vog
45. Codger ""40
46. Hem
47. Joi.ning
point
49. Throw
50. Bedlam

For S.tudents and Recent Graduates of
*PT
*PTA
*ATC

Don't Forget Your Resume!
For more information, please call 863.258.2621
•

Elementary/Early Ed Babysitter
Altamonte Home Flex. hrs., experienced.
PT & Light Housekeeping
email mbrehne@cft.rr.com
NEED A LAWYER? All Criminal Defense
& Personal Injury. *Felonies *Domestic
Violence *Misdemeanors *DUI *Traffic
*Auto Accident •wrongful Death. "Protect
Your Rights" A-A-A Attorney Referral
Service (800)733-5342.
FRENCH LESSONS
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and kids.
Home teaching and translations. 5 miles
from UCF. Call 407-482-2343.
.D EBT-FREE FUNDING
Cash advance for your pending lawsuit.
Sell your payments for structured
settlements, business notes, receivables,
private mortgages, and other income
streams. Call today! (407)281-7841
www.pegasusfinancing.com

Sponsored by University of Central Florida
Program in Physical Therapy

•

UCF Area Homes For Sale
. Call jor free list of homes In the UCF
area. We specialize in finding UCF
students their first home·, for free.
UCF alumni Nick Phillips/Bryan
Stevens KW Realty 407-810-7622

AContracted General
Agency for

Harris Springer
Independent Agent
Representing:

Insurance Consultants
of Central Florida

Blue Cross
Blue Shield

227 S. Orlando Ave., 1st Floor
Winter Park, FL 32789

of Florida

(407) 740-5337 Ext. 209
21003-0205

Fax (407) 740-8786

email: harris@iccf.us • website:www.iccf.us

imTRAVEL
$600 Group Fundraiser Bonus

Microcontroller Guru

•

Keybowl, Inc., a Winter Park technology'
company, specializing in development of
advanced input systems.for computing,
gaming, & communications devices, is
seeking engine~ring student for
embedded system programming
projects. Ideal candidate has exp. using
microcontrollers, with strong "C" &
assembly ·programming skills.
Exp. implementing standards-based
protocols & algorithms (encryption,
TCP/IP, USB, audio codecs) preferred.
Self-starter, ability to work independently
a must. Email resume to
Elaine@keybowl.com or call
407-622-7774 for additional information.

•

•
•

PT receptionist needed on Mon & Wed
for real estate office near UCF on
' University Blvd. Direct mail preparations,
phones, files, web site maintenance,
Fax resume to 407-658-0600.

ROOM FOR RENT: F, n/s. Close to
UCF. Gated community. New House.
$400 + shared util. Cable; high
speed internet, w/d. No pets.407-8565806 Leave message.

Real Estate office needs detailed person
with excellent communication and
computer skills for fast paced office.
Flexible hours. Fax resume to
407-447-6553

Room For Rent- Male in 3/2 home
10 min fr UCF campus. Close to VCC
too, fenced back yard, cable/
roadrunner/ wireless, 2 car garage.
w/d, $425 + 1/4 util. 407-521-5563

•
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Part-nme Jobs are available
through Career Services &
Experiential Learning.
For more information visit:
· www.csel.ucf.edu

•

PT Babysitter needed immed. M,W
8:15am-12:30pm Winter Springs· area
exp. pref. $25 a day Please Call
407-327-8020 or 321 -228-3033'

•

Part nme Assistant for busy office
approx. 25hrs/wk email resume to
preferred2@cfl.rr.com or fax to
407-306-0354 or call 407-306-0454

f

~------------~

Advantage One Paid Internship/PT Job
9-$12 hr + cash bonus.
Works w/ class schedules. M-T 5-9pm.
Same day intervfewing.
*High energy/exc. comm skills needed*
Lucas Marquez: 407-618-0500 ext.2258

•
•

Looking for people to hand out flyers.
$8.50/hr. 321-287-0757
Sales and Management Positions
planning period up to 6 mos. Relocate to
Naples, Fl. Qualification Fine Art or Sales
Major. Excellent compensation &
benefits. Contact Ramez or Julie
407-629-6308 fax 407-629-9206

.

Bridgewater 4/2/2
New construction, high ceilings; tile
floors, comm pool. $ 1650/mo
Call 732-566-4369 or 973-493-8703
3/212 home in Ashington Park. Built in
1997 - Very close to UC F. $1350/mo.
Call (407) 482-8598
WATERFORD LAKES
New 3/2 close to UCF, stainless
steel appliances, $ 1300/mo.
Community pool, basket, t~n nis courts,
352-978-3831
ATTENTION STUDENTSI
Have you thought about buying
Instead of renting? Pay the same but
own your place! Call your UCF
Mortgage Company for assistance!
407-319-4730
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
· for rent. $695 to $1295. View our
avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629-6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty
E. ORLAND.O - Brand new 4/2/2,
1950sf, near UCF & 417. Lg. Family
room. All appliances. Split Plan.
$1490/mo 407-375-4517

Beautiful 4/2 in Waterford Lakes
WI hardwood floors, fireplace, new paint,
& great location. $1500/mo + util.
Avail. immediately. 305-206-3831

Full Time Experienced Painters Needed.
$10-$12/hr. leave a message at
407-880-8604

~-----------~~
Front Desk Assistant needed for apt.

•

Fizz-Focus-Fuel Good!
Looking for serious individuals to
market new energy drink. This
product category did $8.8 billion in
sales last yr. Visit www.darrenandkeema.greatenergytoday.com or leave a voicemail message at
(800)-270-0125

Grad/Undergrad, M/F wanted for
furnished BDRM In 3 bdrm home on
lake, 6 mins from UCF. $500/mo
incl. util, n/s, no pets, sec· sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239-.6 33-9400.
Rooms In new house. Fully furn,
heated pool. Barbecue grlll, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All 1,1til Incl. $600/mci.
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291.

Filing & Billing Clerk Needed.
UCF area job avail right away. Sat.
Hours & bckgrnd check req. Fax resume
to 407-679-8787. CaH 407-673-8787

•

complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Tlme,
Qt at pay and benefits. Fjx resume or
Inquiry to 407-93819057

Bahamas Spring Break Cruise!
5 Days From $299! Includes
Meals, MTV Celebrity Parties! Cancun
Acaputco, Jamaica From $499! Campus
Reps Needed! PromoCode:31
www.springbreaktravel.coryi
1-800-678-6386

Room avail. 3/2 furnished house, garage,
W/D, cable, internet, near UCF, VCC,
417 & 408, $400/mo + util. Call Brian at
321-544-6003 or beachant@hotmail.coryi

Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Brow~ a nd List FREEi Call
877-367-7368 or viilli www.SUBLET.COM

Avalon Park & Other
Fancy Areas Nearby
Looking for an upscale
home to share with others?
Immediately Vacant Homes:
Van Sheffield Dr., Twinberry Dr.
Willow Branch Dr., and more.
Professional Students Only.
Printed Photo: Willow Branch
407-716-0848 or 407-334-6658
http://Nancepropertyinvestments.com

Spring Break 2006 with Student
Travel Services to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas and Florida. Are you .. "
connected? Sell Trips, Earn Cash &
Travel Free! Call for group discounts~
Info/Reservations 800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising
programs EQUALS $1,000-$3;000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for up to $600 in bonuses when you
schedule your fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser,
888-923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

·•

mWANTED
ADOPTION - A childless couple (in our
30s) seeks to adopt. Will provide lifetime
of love & s~curity. Expenses paid. Karen
& Keith 1-800-955-9517, pin 05.

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK

UCF Butokukan Martial Arts Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense
On campus for over 20 years and still
growing!!! Co-Ed Beginner's classes now
forming ... NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! Classes are M 6-8 PM &
' W 6-8:00 PM in Student Resource
Center Auditorium (SRCA) For more info,
call Andreas at 407-257-0306 or see http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/..-butoucf/index.htm.
Open House, Wed 8/31 &
Wed 9/7 @ 7:00 PM

,

Wanted. Furnished Accommodation.
Professor and wife visiting UCF from
Jan. 10 to May 10, 2006 seek furnished
accommodation. References available
Contact: rlbrown@uwaterloo.ca
Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail
classifieds@SeminoleChronicle.com

$189 · 5-Days/4-Nights
$239 7-Days/6-Nights

/

Prices include:
Round' trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts .
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
Cancun from $499
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How KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the

(entral 'loriba '1tture
for as low as $3 an issue!

2 F roommates needed to share a 4/3
house. 1 bdrm furnished. 1 bdrm
unfurnished. It's right behind UCF
located in a nice, quiet neighborhood.
Ample bdrms w/ walk-in closets. New
w/d to share. $500 per month incl.
everything . Available now. Call Natalia at
407-782-2375 or naty1984@yahoo.com

By E-mail

Oviedo Room w/ Bath for Rent
$500/mo incl alee, water, cable, wi-fi.
NO PETS, NO SMO KING.
407·721.-4513 Avail Immediately.
Brand New Waterford Lakes Home
1 room avail. in a 3/2 beautiful
home. Alot of upgrades, new &
·gated, $550/mo utilities included.
Call 407-221-9531

Room for Rent
in 3/2 house near UCF & Valencia. All
appliances, semi-furnished, 1/3 utilities,
pool, tennis courts.Call 561-965-2672

407-447-4555

C assifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person

Room for Rent
in 3/2 House. 2 mi. from UCF
$450/mo plus 1/3 utils. Call Jessica
407-921-3867

Female Roommate Needed
Room for rent In a gated community
UCF area w/ 3 female co-eds. Need
good study habits, w e do have a dog
but no personal pets. $400/mo, 1/4
utilities, Call 954-796-1481
2 Furn rms & shared ba avail.
$400/mo. incl utll. No lease.
Non-refundable $~00 security dep.
Call 407-232-1802 (cell)
407-380-4892 (work)
UCF Area. Master Suite in 4/3/2 home.
Huge walk-in closet & room, luxurious
bathroom. $495/mo l)icl. utll. no lease
reqd. Call 40"t-625-0238
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University Court, Suite 200
407-447-4556
____________....,____________________________________
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dr at s· ·events

lookinq ahead
to sunnier days·

SENATE RUNOFF ELECTIONS, Octol7er 3-5, www.my.ucf.edu
There are no Senate Committee meetings this week.

fNTERNAfrONAL FAIR
October 10, :ZOOS. q a.m. - 4 p.m.
Student Union Pegaaus Ballroom

HOMECOMING KING ANO QUEEN application5 are availal71e in 051
and will 17e due October 14th. Que6tion5 can be emailed to

COMEOIAN STEPHEN LYNCH
OctoberJS, 2005, 8 p.m.
Ar:ena. Free for UCF -tudents with JO,
~5 for non atudents. available at
TicketMaster

HCCourt~mail.ucf.edu.

Help make a difference in the fife of a child! Register online for
UCF DANCE MARArHON 2006 at www.ucfdm.com starting
Oct. 3rd, 2005. Dance Marathon 2006, "Wetre All In For The
Kids,'' will be February .25th-26th.

HASA 20TH ANNIVERSARY GALA:
ROLLING

HURRICANE
SU Key West 21t?C, 4- 5 p.m.
,
Volunteer UCF will f1e holding an open forum to discuss the devastating impact that Hurricane Katrina '1as '1ad on fhe Gulf Stat~. We w111
have a transfer student from Louisiana come to talk al1out his
moving experience. 1here will f1e a question and answer session and
we will also "e collectlng donations to help in the refief efforts. If you
have any questions please feel free to contact Ameer at
prolfyameer@aol.com or Babita at.8abybaus&'@aoJ.com.

p.m.

MR. UC~ ScHOLMSHIP CoMPETlTION

Oatof»er 15, 2oos, 8
Pega6U6 Ballroom

h sdayoet 6

'

CAB

HOMECOMING PHILANrHROPY CAN COLLECTION
t.ake Claire, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

:zoos,

VtDEO GAME Tow~. Pegasus OEF, 4-4 p.m.

riday c

KoRT.MEEllNG FOR SfUOENi ORGANl~TIONS
SU Key West 21t?A8. Noon
Topic: Homecoming and Working with your advisor

CAB

ct

·

,

THE ORLANDO WINE OPENER - VOLUNTEERS NEEDEOl
Carpool/Meet @ Millican Half. 2~15 - 6:30 p.m.
. .
·
The Orlando Wine Opener is held yearly at the Orlando History Center
· to aid the Cystic Fi,,rosis Foundation. Business people of Orlando, as
well as various food and beverage vendors, are invited to participate
in wine and food tasting, as well as a silent and live auction. Volunteer UCF is setting up the event so please wear oomfortable clothes
and shoes, (i.e. jeans, nice sneakers. et~) but still look pr8SentaUle/
Contact Lauren Meyer, VUCF Health Oirector at
Lmeye~l6@yahoo.com for more information.

TEOOY BEAR DRIVE .
Student Union South Fatio, 12:30 - 2. p.m.
Com~ on we all know we still nave that inner child inside of us! How
avout p~tting some of your old teddy bears to good .use? Volunteer
UCF is starting a TEOOY E3EAR ORIVE; the stuffed animals will '1e
donated to various organizations including Red Cross. local l'loepi-:tals schools and c;;ounseling centers. Spreading a smile and giving
joy ;o kids a~d adults really is t'1is easy! Please bring them 17~ VUCF
in OSI Office, Student Union, Room 208. If you have any questions
please email Steff Moreno at OiamOndsmO@aol.com.

Octof1er 11.
1 • q 'p.m.
SU Key West 21$

CAB CINEMA PRESENT$ ,.,~
Octo,,er Ii, :ZOOS, 7 p.m. .
SU Key We6t 2.lr

7 .... g:30 p.m. iown-Haff Meeting, SU
8:30 - q .p.m. Oessert Reception/
Book Signing SU
HANSoN DOCUMENTARY

ScREENlNG AND ·a&A
October 20, 2005, 7
MAP260

p.m.

FAMILY WEEKEND
Octol1er 21st - Urd ·

·www.getfnvotvedUCF.com/famtryweekend

lAr£ KNtGHrs:. CANOY SHOP
Octo'1er U. 2006, q p.m. - 2. a.m.

Student .Unfon
MSC presents author JuNOr 0-IAZ in connection with Hispanic
Heritage Month. Communications IOI, g p.m.

CAB

11

CINEMA PRESENTS "THE LONGEST YAR0
SU Cape Florida, g p.m. .
.
Come watch t'1e screening of "fhe Longest Yard"! There will "e prizes
and .giveaways!

•

If

~·

For more infonnation alwut student
activities drop by the Office of

Student lnvoJvemenr in 5U Rm. 2.0r.
call 407-123~71. or go to
www.getinvolvedUCF.com

, .)

:

5Pl:AKER DAVID CALl.AHAN
Oct:o'1er 2.0, 2005, ·
.
S - 4 p.m. Student Leadership F.orum, SU
6.:30 p.m. Pre-Sale of 8cok, Bookstore

INDOOR GAMES, SRC Auditorium, 7-4 p.m.

s t rda

wednesday ct 5

·

p.m.

Set-Fl CHANNEL'S GHOST HUNTERS

HOME.COMING ORGANIZATIONAL MEErtNG
Garden Key SU 221, Noon
Memuer Rosters, Parade Applications, Spirit Sign and Spirit E3anner
Applications. and Skit Knight scripts are due.

,

ct. 4

Our THE R.Eo CARPET ·

O<:tol1er 15, 2005, 7
SU Key West :Ziil

t.
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